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The difference between
a good season and an ordinary season
is this much

You can’t control the weather. But you can make the most of every season with Compudose,® the
proven way to maximise growth rates in grassfed cattle. Its 15.8% average liveweight gain advantage1
allows you to increase total production or achieve market specifications sooner. Find out how Compudose
can be the difference between a good season and an ordinary season – contact your Elanco Animal
Health representative on 1800 226 324.
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STOP THE PESTIVIRUS
KNOCK-ON.
START VACCINATING
HEIFERS.

Heifers are the future of your herd. They hold the genetic potential of your operation. That’s why it’s
important to protect them from Pestivirus. It’s well known that Pestivirus can reduce your reproductive
performance. Just a small drop in conception and calving rates can have
a significant impact on your bottom line. That’s why you should vaccinate
all heifers with Pestigard. Vaccinate twice within 6 months, prior to joining,
to get the best reproductive performance from your heifers.*

Protect your heifers potential. Vaccinate with Pestigard.

*Refer to product leaflet for details of administration and product claims.
Zoetis Australia Pty Ltd. ABN 94 156 476 425. Level 6, 5 Rider Boulevard, Rhodes NSW 2138.
© 2014 Zoetis Inc. All rights reserved. www.zoetis.com.au AM1059 09/14

MAJoR SPoNSoRS
2014 ntCa aGm & ConFerenCe

Safety Advice
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2014 NTCA PresiDent’s rePort
Speech by David Warriner to the Northern Territory Cattlemen’s Association Annual Conference
Darwin, Northern Territory, Friday 28 March 2014

DiGnitaries, Michele Allen Chairman of MLA, MLA
Directors George Scott and Geoff Maynard, Livecorp Chairman
David Galvin, ALEC Chairman Peter Kane CEO Alison
Penfold, Mark Harvey Sutton Director CCA, Peter Camp from
the Kimberly Cattlemen’s Association, Indonesian delegation,
Life Members, Members, Ladies and Gentlemen
Once again it is a privilege to deliver the NTCA’s Presidents
Report and even more so being that of the 30th Anniversary of
NTCA.
Browsing through earlier reports as I do from time to time a
common theme is we are in battle. Every year we are fighting to
protect our lot somewhere. It is now very obvious that there are
many more stakeholders in and around our businesses, and they
all want to stick their finger in the pie.
Social media platforms that have emerged in recent time have
simply expanded the stakeholder base and given them more
political clout. This cannot be good as for the life of me I cannot
see how a 15 year old kid from Tasmania is entitled to an opinion
on our lot. Nor should we have that entitlement on their lot. We
do however, have to manage the new “cyberspace” battlefield.
I reckon it is due to a constant fight, that NTCA has
consistently been strong. We are small, focused, flexible, and
have common goals and aspirations. We are always fighting.
A well-known opinion is that extended times of peace lead to
complacency, and when you are 1 million and your enemy is 1
billion, you cannot even fathom the result of failure”
Unfortunately, industry rep bodies come to mind here, and
some have a big big problem. The risk of annihilation of some
representative bodies is certainly not beyond the realms of
possibility. They have too many conflicting agendas, they cannot
represent one constituency and cannot fight one fight well. To
me it seems there is too much dilution and fragmentation so
nothing can be done as well as it should be.
Last year I stated “Indonesia, Indonesia, Indonesia, Whatever
happens in this market is going to have a profound effect on us
in the NT” and, I stated “If we are smart and with some luck I
feel we could see some improvements into this market from the
current 230,000 head for 2013. I say this with some trepidation
as there is much wiser opinion contrary to this.”
Well haven’t we seen a turnaround! Indicators looking like close
to 700,000 head for 2014 quite possible and the current rate of

around $2.30 per kg extending beyond the normal wet season
highs. A great outcome and I believe the results of many people
participating individually and collaboratively to see this market
re-established. An enormous effort has been put in by both
Indonesians and Australians needs to be applauded, and on
behalf of NTCA members, thank you.
In 2009, when over 700,000 head were sent to Indonesia
problems emerged.
We must address these and others going forward.
There are 6-7 million farmers dependent on living from their
own small cattle business. They need the price manipulation
mechanisms imposed by the Indonesian Government to work,
or I am sure we will feel the ramifications one way or another as
we did in 2010.
I will once again say “with some trepidation as there is much
wiser opinion contrary to this” that the sustainable Indonesian
market level for Australian live exports is more around the
5-600,000 head mark. I can see no reason right now that the
Indonesian farmers will not be subject to the same supply based
downward market pressure on their livestock that was the case
in 2009. The only way it could be mitigated is if the livestock
price ex Australia is higher, thus sustaining their local price.
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We, NTCA members firstly, and as an
industry, need to understand very clearly
where we are, what our productivity is, what
we produce, cost of that production and
basically every dynamic of the entire value
chain. And then we need to understand the
external influences on that Value Chain.
And only then can a good achievable
Strategic Plan be rolled out.

Market manipulation usually does not deliver the anticipated
results. Indonesia does not wish to see its cattlemen subjected to
the pressures of 2009 again. Indonesia has such as synergy with
northern Australian production systems that we need to assist
their cattlemen where we can. Indo is a massive market. We
need to leverage their cattle industry for the benefit of our own.
The big picture needs to be considered.
At home and on the broader market and live export front we
have many issues in front of us.
nt issues

We continue to battle for good workable government policy
around pretty well the same issues of 30 & 20 & 10 years ago. I am
not saying the NT is any worse than other states, but seriously, here
we are with basically no drought policy at all after almost 150 years
of occupation. This is nothing other than astounding.
The conditions of our roads are declining, at recent meeting
in Katherine I asked the Government representative what was
needed to start the trend to improvement. He surprisingly
said it was not money or resources, but timing as the money
allocated after the July budget is not available until November.
Work commences but is invariably washed out by December

and cannot begin until April where time is spent redoing work
that has been damaged. Therefore, it is May before the program
continues and ends in June, unfortunately, I don’t believe this is
an isolated situation.
On rates and rents, we have been informed that all land titles
will be charged rates in the near future. Although it has been
stated that it will only be around $200 (at the moment) this
does not mean we should accept it. If it so minimal why charge
it at all?
Land title issues continue. It seems we are heading towards
developing a practical methodology of valuation and rating. The
committee of Grant Heaslip, Rohan Sullivan, John Armstrong,
& Tom Stockwell, with the assistance of Tracey Hayes seems
to be getting some logic into the methodology. In anticipation
of a practical solution thankyou to these guys. Native Title
respondent funding is half back on track I believe, however in
a diluted format. Such a good program that went on for years
benefiting all parties and somebody in Canberra had to meddle
in it. For $2.5 million per year! Smacked of a very malicious
agenda in the previous regime to me. One that we were lucky to
get back on track.
NTCA, without another major crisis to deal with, certainly
intends to get back to grassroots in regards to the NT issues.
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Government regulations & red / Green tape

I will here congratulate NTG on how they have managed to
improve the approach to all things good for NT industry.
The encouragement of northern Australian development has
been well received by many. Of particular interest to pastoral
leaseholders is the greatly improved approval process to develop
country and the allocation of 30 year diversification permits
attached to land titles. However the charges that are being
bandied around are a concern. Developments maybe viable for
some and not others depending on size and activity. We need
to keep a close eye on this space. Generally there has been a
massive improvement in the dialogue and consequential results
between pastoralists and your departments, compared to what it
once was.

The reason I bring (Government support) up is there must
be a foreign delegation through Darwin every three days at
the moment. Either government/sovereign wealth or private
equity. I have had many discussions with these people and
to a man the regulations and cost of labour is a big problem.
We talk about sovereign risk in Asia in the context that we
could have assets confiscated. They talk about sovereign risk
here in the context that they will have below par yields on
investment, or lose money.

The export yards are now clearly not of a good enough standard
to handle large numbers in the wet season. 90,000 head out of
Darwin in a wet January certainly has its challenges.

Diversification Permits on Pastoral Leases comes to mind. A
great initiative to encourage or allow diversification BUT…..
if you need a gross margin of $4000 per ha to make money,
real options are limited. Opiate poppies or Chia might work.
As may Sandalwood plantations, or Dragon Fruit or the like.
But forget about grain or fodder crops unless you can do
some in market initiative that delivers unheard of prices. I
believe this can be done with scale, consistency, integration,
and consistent collaboration and capability. And this includes
improved infrastructure.

We got away with it this year with some very good management
on a variety of fronts. Animal welfarists were here looking for
trouble and we managed to come through unscathed. How we
handle this situation going forward will take some thinking
through. It is a macro-industry & government problem that
must be addressed. Capital is needed and the return on this
just to spell cattle on the way to ships may not be outstanding
however, the cost of not upgrading infrastructure is usually far
reaching and highly regrettable.

In Katherine a couple of weeks ago the Chief Minister said
something like “red tape is hard to find. It is intrinsically
linked to other red tape. It is very difficult to undo.” Yes it is
difficult. But it has to happen. The first step can at least be a
freeze on any new regulation of any variety. Unless it returns
$ to the farm gate of course. We as producers need to be a
bit careful here as many of us are requesting more regulation
around gas exploration on Pastoral Leases whilst demanding
less on the other hand.

This situation alone is the “tip of the iceberg.” Our roads,
our ports, our energy supplies, are all far too expensive. I
congratulate both NT and Federal governments on efforts to
date to kick start a process to achieving “globally competitive
value chains.” A major undertaking to say the least when
90% of the competition for public spending comes from a
population to the south of line that runs from just north of
Brisbane to just north of Perth. What I am seeing up here
however, is a good effort to break down restrictive “red tape”
barriers to production.

As I said, we need to ban any new regulation that costs us
money. And this includes rents, leases, or anything that we
don’t pay now. There needs to be policy that states this and
only allows it if in the case of a miracle the new regulation
actually enhances our productivity and bottom line. We only
have to look at other countries to see this is imperative to
global competitiveness.

infrastructure

I would like to see much better Government support for
individuals and companies building serious public/industry
infrastructure. AACo are making a massive investment in
building the abattoir currently under construction. At the end of
the day potentially in excess of $100million. It will employ people
who will pay taxes. AACo will pay payroll tax. There will be tax
on energy etc. The sceptics should think the bigger picture before
running to the media. If market forces are allowed to prevail and
the abattoir is competitive it will prove to be pivotal for northern
Australia over the near and medium terms.

I could expand on that and say get rid of half the regulators.
Then they may administer the current regulations better
and not be seen to be doing something by writing more
regulations to justify their existence.
Our OH&S laws are “dumbing down” our workforces.
Common sense and productivity is diminishing. Why aren’t
people & organisations rewarded for great workplace results?
Rather than be averaged out as an industry, and then hit with
a stick for breaches.
Our environmental laws are achieving nothing other than
further encouraging proliferation of wallabies/ kangaroos/
dingos, weeds, ferals, and other pests. All insidious cancers
eating away at productivity day by day.
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I GET SMALL BUSINESS
BECAUSE I OWN ONE
Telstra Business Centre Northern Territory
Farming in Australia can be a tough business. Come and talk
to us about products and services that can help make your
working life easier.
We have the latest in business technology and can tailor
solutions for your life on the land.
Because we live and work locally, we understand the needs of
farmers in the Northern Territory.
We care about giving you personal service.
Talk to us today about how we could help your business.

Telstra Business Centre Northern Territory
 66 Coonawarra Road, Winnellie NT, 0820
 08 8944 2888
THINGS YOU NEED TO KNOW: The spectrum device and TM are trade marks and ® are registered trade marks of Telstra Corporation
Limited, ABN 333 051 775 556.
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There are two issues;

At least now we are speaking to Governments who are hearing
us and talking about improving farm gate income. This is the
start of turning a massive ship around. I believe it is getting
there. We need to keep up the pressure and Government need
to keep up the momentum.

Cattle and beef exporters survive on margins. Cost of livestock
is by far the largest cost therefore must be minimised. And they
strategise around this;

market access and marketing

Government is to be congratulated in recent Free Trade
Agreement negotiations. It is however perplexing how New
Zealand has beaten us so comprehensively in the FTA space.
Maybe we need to take a bit of notice of what they are doing.
Their differentiation. Their delivery. Their production. Systems I
would say, all most likely better than our own. Why?
I will however add that I am concerned how the management
of the Indo Beef Partnership fund of $60m set up by the Rudd
Govt and the ACIAR fund of $20m are headed. We have an
opportunity here to use something like $80m and it seems
we can’t get a decent round table together to do something
constructive. Many good relation building programs, for
example NTCA’s student exchange program, and the Way Laga
programs are potentially under threat. Ministers for Agriculture
& Trade, I urge you to sort this out ASAP. So much good work
has been done and could be for nothing, and so much good
work could be done very quickly if a small group of the right
people were put onto the job.
Although it is fantastic to see the recent recovery of Indonesia
and further development of Vietnam & for those of us in the
south, China, we need to ensure we do not have set backs and
that we maintain the momentum going forward. Nobody
in the supply chain can be complacent. We learnt what can
happen with a Government imposed shut down of a market in
2011. Even though totally out of producers control we were hit
hardest. Therefore we must participate in and, where necessary
influence the supply chain discussion.
We are now into a Senate Review of the dynamics around the
grass-fed levy that goes to MLA for R&D and Marketing. It
is no surprise where we are at with this and the fact that the
argument has been on for so many years means there is no easy
solution. The fact that now many grass-fed producers’ terms of
trade are now completely diminished means something has to
be done now.
Whatever the new industry structure looks we must, I believe,
address the situation at the point in the value chain where
producers, and beef and cattle exporters are diametrically
opposed. This is at the point of livestock pricing. Every dollar is
fought for.

For cattle and beef exporters a lower livestock price provides a
greater global opportunity because the cost to the consumption
base, is lower;
Therefore, I would argue given that $3.66 of our transaction
levy is spent on marketing the program needs to consider the
costs and margins of the whole supply chain, including our
productivity and cost of production. The question I ponder
for hours over in the middle of the night is; Why should grass
fed levies be spent on markets that cannot afford our beef or
cattle in the first place? I would suggest identify those countries,
regions, segments of markets that have economies that can
afford it and spend the money there. Let the exporters pay the
cost of diversifying into ‘B’ grade markets I would say.
industry structures

In asking why we are at this point I think the fault lies in
how industry representation and funding is structured. The
antagonistically opposing perceptions and agendas of members
within organisations is now too extreme & diverse.
When MLA was formed 20 odd years ago we were basically
doing something like 400,000 tonnes of chilled grass and grain
fed full sets to Japan, 400,000 tonnes of frozen trimmings to
the US, 400,000 tonnes of young and cull cow meat to the
domestic trade, 200,000 tonnes of forequarter meat to South
Korea, and offal’s & hides to Asia and that was 90% of the
trade. Well today the trade looks nothing like that. It is larger
and more complex and diverse, as you all know. And producers
are still getting the same price in real terms.
Industry is clearly stating it is not satisfied with the performance
of peak bodies, it is not satisfied with the selection committee
process of the MLA board, and that it wants non SFO &
individual representation on CCA. Frankly, I don’t think
anybody can say industry is wrong. And I don’t think these are
difficult things to achieve.
The complexity of the existing structures and arrangements, the
complexity of tax law around compulsory levy collection, and
the complexity in ensuring an adequate funding stream to a
redesigned and fully independent CCA that clearly directs MLA
where our $3.66 & 92 cents are to be spent, are all difficult &
complex aspects to deal with. But it has to be done.
The fact that at 3 weeks ago only 98 individual members have
signed up is a big concern to me. The number of non SFO
signatures is really disturbing.
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It was recently commented in CCA that this could mean that
industry is mostly satisfied or complacent. Very dangerous
ground I reckon because this is not true. Clearly, in my mind,
there has been insufficient lobbying of industry by CCA to join
up.
The Senate enquiry currently underway, its findings, and
recommendations will be interesting. I have read a few of the
submissions and the quality of most of them is disappointing
to say the least. There are a heap of individuals bagging all and
sundry without any suggestion of a better system, there are those
with just a couple of thousand meaningless words. And there are
those that are not considering funding streams without SFO’s.
The reason being that a new model is very difficult to imagine.
Maybe what we have is not too far wrong. It is just the approach
we are taking. We may simply be carrying too much ancient
baggage.
I think we have to fix what we have got. Firstly we have to
address the three points I just raised in regard to what industry
wants. Then we have to look at that area where producers
and processors / exporters conflict around maximising and

minimising livestock price. Then illuminate those components
that allow actual, or even perceived, conflict of interest in MLA.
Grass-fed producers must have 100% control over their part of
the levy. CCA must have 100% control over the part of MLA
that is providing that service, & MLA cannot allow that service
to be compromised by other influencers in any way, shape, or
form. It is a leadership, management and attitude issue.
Transparency then comes to mind.
There should and can be no reason why MLA cannot prove that
any part of the grass-fed levy was not spent as instructed.
There has been quite a bit in the press lately in regards to a more
transparent declaration of prices achieved by processors and
exporters. There is naturally resistance to providing information
that competitors could benefit from in these camps in this
regard, but if we are to move forward in this industry we can
and need to disclose certain things better than we do and not
necessarily others.
Beef & cattle exporters have a good understanding of the
producer model, however producers mostly don’t understand
processing and exporting. I have worked in the processing game
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and when I hear producers calling for processors to share profits
more equitably I shudder. The losses these guys make in good
seasons are bloody terrifying sometimes and I know producers
would not be sharing their profits, no matter how high they
were. Better understanding would certainly save a hell of a lot of
time and energy wasted on debating and rectifying this issue.
Commenting on the next 30 years.

The next three are so so important in order to be in a good
position in 30 years. This I see is the next NTCA battleground.
If we “trajectorise” in our imagination the current internal
dynamics and external influences of our businesses we are in big
trouble. Herein is the opportunity however.
I have said it verbally over the past year or so (and been laughed
at by exporters) but will now put it on the record……………
the grass fed cattle industry of Australia needs to average close
to $3 per kg live weight in order to provide a competitive return
for our investors, cover our operating costs, provide adequate
funding for marketing and productivity R&D, and maintain
and improve our social license.
This means that we have to minimise waste wherever possible,
lobby all and sundry against any new costs and freeze or reduce
adverse regulations.
And then in the market we find those segments, within
segments, within segments, within a market that can deliver
these premiums. We have to differentiate Australia and utilise
our advantages which are unique and many. We cannot go head
to head with those countries with lower cost bases any more
The middle class of Asia is developing at an astounding rate.
It is said there will be 6x the number of them in 20 years as
that of today. Within this demographic is the $3 market.
We can provide clean, green, high quality, certified, socially
licensed products that they demand. Wether live cattle or beef
is exported from here is irrelevant. It will certainly be a mix
for quite a few years yet. The verifiable, high quality, physical
process to the identified Asian consumer is what counts.
The duopoly that exists on our domestic market and their
supposed consumer focussed strategies adds another complex
issue. As well, the conflict that arises with foreign ownership of
beef and cattle exporters. It is quite conceivable that it is not in
their interests to see Australia differentiate itself and do better
than the rest.
We, NTCA members firstly, and as an industry, need to
understand very clearly where we are, what our productivity
is, what we produce, cost of that production & basically
every dynamic of the entire value chain. And then we need to
understand the external influences on that Value Chain. And

only then can a good achievable Strategic Plan be rolled out.
I seriously don’t believe industry has that knowledge at the
moment. Hopefully the Agricultural Competitiveness White
Paper currently being developed will head towards this.
thanks

I would like to thank the members of the Executive Committee
for their efforts and contributions over the last 12 months.
Particularly Tom Stockwell, our rep on Cattle Council and
Tracey Hayes our rep on NFF. These two do a lot of work in
these organisations.
I would also like to thank those life members who continue to
participate in overseeing the wellbeing of NTCA now that we
have entered the 2nd generation of executives. As expected we
will never do as good a job as the old fellas in the olden days so
please keep an eye on us.
Thanks to all NTCA staff based in Darwin, Katherine, & Alice
Springs. And particular thanks to members and those who have
supported me and especially my wife Gina.
I hope you all have a great conference and thanks for coming.
The biggest for NTCA yet with close to 600 in attendance. I
will ask one thing….. I have been to a heap of these sorts of
things over the past few years and actions coming out of them
are minimal to say the least. We need to get ideas and convert
them to plans for real actions with outcomes. And then take
action! Just do it!
Lastly, as we all know today is Luke Bowen’s last day.
Luke’s contribution to NTCA has been nothing other than
astounding. Particularly following the live trade shutdown in
2011. There was a massive void that industry was not prepared
to fill and NTCA and Luke, flying by the seat of our pants, I
might add, managed to fill that void in a time of need at very
short notice.
The past 30 years of NTCA provided that solid platform, and
Luke did the rest. Tonight you will hear a lot more about Luke
so I will not dwell.
Sincerely and on behalf of everybody here thanks Luke. Chief
Minister we are hearing rumours that Luke maybe headed your
way. I will make one suggestion. Pay him stuff all and attach all
KPIs to him answering his phone.

David warriner
PRESIDENT
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Supporting Territory Land Managers
Territory Natural Resource Management (TNRM) is an
Territory
Natural
Resource
Management
is an
independent
not for profit
organisation
that works (TNRM)
with landholders,
independent
not
for
profit
organisation
that
works
with
landholders,
groups, industry and government to plan for and support
groups,
industry
and government
to plan for and support
responsible
management
of natural resources.
responsible management of natural resources.
Sustainable primary industries are important to the long-term
Sustainable
are important
to the
management primary
of our industries
natural resources
and are
an long-term
essential
management
of
our
natural
resources
and
are
ansupports
essential
component of a strong and healthy economy. TNRM
a
component
of a strong
and healthy
economy.
TNRM activities
supports in
a
range of on-ground
projects
and capacity
building
range of on-ground projects and capacity building activities in
partnership with primary producers and industry groups.
partnership with primary producers and industry groups.

Natural resource management is the responsible
Natural resource management is the responsible
use of our land, water, soil, plants and animals to
use of our land, water, soil, plants and animals to
provide a good quality of life for current and
provide a good quality of life for current and
future generations.
future generations.
TNRM supports NT pastoralists in the following areas:
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2014 NTCA exeCutive DireCtor’s rePort
Speech by Luke bowen to the Northern Territory Cattlemen’s Association Annual AGM
Darwin, Northern Territory, Friday 28 March 2014

it has been a great honour and privilege to have worked for
the Northern Territory Cattlemen’s Association (NTCA) over
the past six years and it is with mixed feelings that I make my
final report as Executive Director of this, Australia’s foremost
industry representative body, at this 2014 AGM.
During my six years in the job, the NTCA has managed a
broad range of critical issues, with some, including the 2011
live export crisis, impacting directly on the wider Australian
industry.
Through all of this, the NTCA has maintained and increased
its influence and robust leadership of the beef industry and
beef industry policy at the Northern Territory, national and
international level. The work and commitment of a lot of good
people have helped to reinforce this status.
Most importantly, I would like to acknowledge the selfless
dedication and leadership of the three outstanding presidents
under which I served – Roy Chisholm, Rohan Sullivan and
David Warriner - and the NTCA board. All these people have
contributed to the advancement of the NTCA, the Territory
and broader Australian industry without fear, favour or
recompense. I would also like to acknowledge all NTCA staff
including the office staff in Darwin, project staff working with
the Indigenous Employment and Indonesian Student programs,
and those operating our Alice Springs Bohning Yard facility.
As well, I acknowledge the efforts of Executive Officer Tracey
Hayes who will temporarily act in my position from tomorrow
while the executive seeks a new permanent Chief Executive
Officer (At time of publication, Tracey Hayes had been
appointed as the permanent CEO).

the NT, national and international level. The ingenuity,
drive, loyalty and passion of the NTCA membership has
made my six years at the NTCA an outstanding experience
and one very difficult to leave. The Northern Territory
Cattlemen’s Association is in a sound position in terms of its
finances, reputation and efficacy and this will greatly benefit
the organisation as it tackles future issues and challenges,
whatever they may be. The NTCA’s standing will reinforce this
organisation’s position as a credible and effective player in the
national beef industry.
Our Territory industry is already at the forefront of setting
new standards for animal welfare, long-term environmental
sustainability and industry profitability and it is critical that
the NTCA continues its robust position on new and emerging
issues. These are likely to include the dramatic changes in
market demand associated with the burgeoning economies
of our Asian neighbours, and the renewed push for longterm development of northern Australia, focusing on greater
diversification and product differentiation.
Finally, I would like to once again thank the NTCA for showing
confidence in me and providing the support that allowed me
to do my job effectively over the last six years. I am hopefully
leaving this organisation in a stronger position that enables it to
take and master all future challenges.
I look forward to working with you in the future in whatever
capacity I’ll be operating in. I won’t be far away! I also look
forward to continuing the many close and valued friendships
I’ve been fortunate to have made during my time with the
NTCA. Thank you.

There is no doubt that the NTCA sets a widely-recognised
benchmark for others to follow as a peak industry organisation.
I would like to sincerely thank the members of the NTCA
who make this organisation the truly great industry power
that it is. NTCA membership includes Australia’ largest
corporate operators, family operations and Aboriginal stations
and organisations across the NT. The power of the NTCA
is not only due to the high industry membership, but also
the member’s sense of common purpose and belonging; for
the collective wellbeing of NT producers regardless of size or
standing. This in my experience continues to set the NTCA
apart from others and provides the platform on which the
NTCA has and should continue to provide leadership at

luke Bowen
ExECuTIVE DIRECToR
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NTCA FAREWELLS luKe Bowen
After six years of unwavering dedication and loyalty to the northern pastoral industry and its stakeholders, the NT
Cattlemen’s Association’s executive director, Luke bowen, left the position in March this year to follow new pursuits.

luKe’s long-term tenure with the NTCA was marked by a
good share of highs and lows that impacted at all levels of the
industry. He was at the helm providing a steady voice, sound
guidance and support for devastated northern cattle producers
in the aftermath of the most damaging crisis in the Australian
industry’s history - the Federal Government’s mid-2011 live
export market suspension, after an ABC television report
exposing animal cruelty in some overseas abattoirs.
Amid ongoing attempts by some federal political players to
introduce bills banning all animal live exports out of Australia,
Luke organised a highly effective representative team to
Canberra, setting up an office in the halls of Parliament, to wage
an exhausting campaign on behalf of NTCA members.
His skills as an industry lobbyist, and the communications
strategy he coordinated to gain maximum public attention
and support, reinforced the message to politicians and the
Australian media that the live export sector was critical to the
Territory and the nation, and that its people were hurting. His
media skills came to the fore as he faced an endless line-up of
TV cameras and interviewers – and despite mostly ill-informed
media attempts to paint Australia’s live export sectors in the
poorest possible light, Luke didn’t waver in stressing the positive
industry message.
Luke travelled extensively on behalf of members during his
time in the chair as industry and government issues demanded.
He embarked on a number of NTCA-initiated goodwill and
market-building missions, mostly to Indonesia. He was also the
northern cattle industry representative on several high-powered
trade and diplomatic delegations to Southeast Asia, China and
other potential market centres, The live export industry has the
former NTCA executive director to thank for his significant
efforts in fostering a far-less nervous Indonesian market place,
now almost back on an even and amicable keel. A number of
emerging new markets, including Vietnam and China, are now
also looking to the Northern Territory to fill their burgeoning
live cattle and boxed beef demands.
Luke also lobbied hard at multiple levels of government and
industry representation to get the best deal for members in
relation to diverse day-to-day issues impacting on producers’
capacity to succeed and turn a profit in the often-challenging
cattle sector and enjoy a safe, healthy and rewarding family
lifestyle in the bush.

The issues he championed covered infrastructure and roads
funding, pastoral lease evaluations, pastoral land use, native
title, Indigenous pastoral employment, bushfires management,
research and development funding, animal welfare and
regulatory reform effective wild dog, other feral and pest
management, better national industry representation, statutory
rates and charges; work, health and safety needs and the need
for broader federal government engagement across northern
Australia.
Among Luke’s proudest achievements during his time with the
NTCA include the unique, relationship-building Northern
Territory-Indonesia Student Exchange Program and highly
successful Indigenous pastoral training and employment
initiatives.
Luke chose to bow out after coordinating the NTCA’s recordbreaking 30th anniversary annual conference in Darwin in
March. At the event’s packed gala dinner he received a standing
ovation from the more than 600 dinner guests as speakers
passed on their thanks and accolades for his achievements
during six years as head of the NTCA.
President David Warriner hailed Luke’s contribution to the
NTCA as ‘nothing other than astounding, particularly following
the live trade shutdown. “There was a massive void that some
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Among Luke’s proudest achievements
during his time with the NTCA include the
unique, relationship-building Northern
Territory-Indonesia Student Exchange
Program and highly successful Indigenous
pastoral training and employment
initiatives.

quarters of industry were not prepared to fill and NTCA and
Luke, flying by the seat of our pants, managed to fill that void
in a time of great need, at very short notice.”
Luke’s parting message was that he’d felt privileged to work for
such a proud and progressive industry through his role at the
NTCA, which is widely respected today as one of Australia’s
most influential and effective industry lobby groups.
Luke will continue to maintain his close links with Territory
cattle producers and industry stakeholders through his new role
as General Manager of the Northern Australia Development
Office based in Darwin.
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NATIoNAL FARMERS FEDERATIoN rePort
2014 is shaping up to be a defining year for those fortunate enough be a part of the Australian agricultural
industry.

2014 being the year we celebrate the 30th year of our own
organisation and acknowledge the challenges, victories and
at times setbacks on issues the men and women of the NT
cattle industry have championed on our behalf. Furthermore
2014 is the International Year of Family Farming which
aims to raise the profile of family farming and smallholdings
by focusing world attention on its significant role in
eradicating hunger and poverty, providing food security and
nutrition, improving livelihoods, managing natural resources,
protecting the environment, and achieving sustainable
development, in rural areas.

Last week NFF members council agenda contained some really
exciting opportunities for the producers and associated industries
represented in this room. The three big ticket items were trade
agreements and negotiations, the development of Northern
Australia and my particular favourite, the review of Australian
Agriculture competiveness. For us all, these three items are
intrinsically connected and of vital importance for a prosperous
and sustainable future. Often the elephant in the room in many
forums and meetings whether via social media or face to face, is
the issue of viability and profitability of our farm businesses. It is
finally on the table and open for debate.

As the world’s population continues to increase, demand for
food mirroring that trajectory, the pendulum of relevance
in the eyes of Governments and importantly, the broader
community, appear to be swinging away from the resource
sector and onto food production and agriculture.

The Australian Government has a focus on the importance
of farm gate returns and acknowledging the importance of a
profitable agricultural sector to the Australian community. This
in confluence with the emergence of globalisation and a move
into the Asian market place. In the words of our Federal Minister,
agriculture policy can be the architecture for success or the
cursed prelude to failure. We cannot let these processes produce
profound motherhood statements and deliver little, therefore it
is up to us to engage and be proactive whether it be via NTCA
and NFF or directly through the various channels available to us.
The Government have clearly articulated they are fair dinkum
and at the risk of the Asian century phenomena passing us by, it is
critical we all do our bit.

The National Farmers Federation, since its inception in
1979 has been a part of that journey, along with the NTCA,
championing issues at a national level. Along with the
ramped up perception of relevance comes a heightened
awareness and expectation of our representative bodies, their
value and their ability to deliver outcomes from advocacy.
Nationwide, state farmer organisations, peak councils
and national bodies are currently grappling with this and
attempting to work through a process to address. We are
part way through a Senate enquiry into industry structures
and systems governing grass fed beef levies. The NFF is also
facing a level of scrutiny and an appetite for change. The
board and its members are very aware of their position in
this critical point in the history of Australian agriculture
and the need to continue to be leaders in the development
and achievement of policy outcomes. They too are working
through a process of review with the intent to pioneer a
model for sustainable farm sector representation. I think it’s
fair to say similar processes within NFF have achieved very
little in the past, however I am pleased to report current State
farmer organisations, peak councils and commodity groups
represented at the NFF table are firmly committed to the
process and have significant skin in the game.
Whilst this process is significant, the NFF team led by new
President Brent Finlay, are dedicated and firmly focused on
the job at hand and that’s advocating issues for Australian
farmers and advancing Agriculture.

Overlay the Agriculture Competiveness White Paper with the
North Australia development white paper, we are experiencing a
convergence of policy opportunities previously never experienced.
Whilst the Ag paper is about enhancing farm gate returns, for us
in the North, we have an opportunity to expand, have influence
and make recommendations on matters such as• Enhancing trade and investment links into Asia
•

Establishing a conducive regulatory regime

•

Addressing growth impediments

•

Setting conditions for investors and innovation

•

Identifying the critical economic and social infrastructure needs
to support the long term growth of the region, and ways to
support planning and investment in that infrastructure.

NFF are well positioned to provide sound advice to the Australian
Govt on both whitepapers having recently completed a Blueprint
for Australian Agriculture. Almost 4,000 farmers, transporters,
retailers, consultants, rural businesses, agribusinesses, educators,
governments, rural communities, community groups and
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often the elephant in the room in many
forums and meetings whether via social
media or face to face, is the issue of
viability and profitability of our farm
businesses. It is finally on the table and
open for debate.

consumers have taken part in the development of the Blueprint
resulting in the first sector wide effort to set out a strong and
sustainable future path for Australian Agriculture and its supply
chain, looking ahead at least to 2020, and towards 2050.

I really struggle to understand the decision making process that
has led to this cheap alternative, basically false economy and
incredible opportunities lost on a critical piece of Northern
Australia infrastructure.

According to Infrastructure Australia, we spend $20billion
per year on infrastructure and that is without a master plan.
Basically pouring money into costly inefficient patch up jobs.
For those of you that don’t have all weather access to enable you
to get your product to market, I am not telling you anything
new.

NFF staff, particularly Dave McKeon have been in the trenches
on all things drought and have managed to achieve 7/11
measures proposed to the Federal Government. The area of
drought policy is incredibly complex, emotive and a bit like
being on a hiding to nothing. It’s hard to understand that
its’ been 114 years since federation and we are still without
an enduring, meaningful drought policy that can withstand
Government cycles, provide support and assistance during
times of crisis but not support poor farming practices and
incite community pushback or even outrage. Interesting to
note on that point, Aussie farmers polled as high as 85% in a
survey measuring support for tax payers’ money being used for
drought policy initiatives. We rank no 4, amongst the lowest
in the world of countries where agriculture receives support
from tax payers. Another statistic and one worthy of note when
considering drought policy and tax measures as a mechanism
for assisting preparedness, is that Australian farmers received
in the last financial year, over half a billion dollars in tax breaks
through measures already in existence.

An example of why it is vital we take charge and contribute
is the Alice to Darwin railway. Recently constructed and a
landmark infrastructure investment in regional and rural
Australia. Or so I thought!
A standard gauge line is measured in kg at 65, an iron ore
line is 80. According to Infrastructure Australia, the Alice
Springs-Darwin rail link is 50kg. Basically only good for a few
passengers, a bit of freight and about 600m in length. That’s
about it. In order for a return on investment into this type of
infrastructure and to make it cost efficient for the end user, we
would need a rail line with the capacity to handle a train up to
1500m long.
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I’d like to conclude with an update on trade negotiation activity
starting with the Korean free trade agreement. The current
Australian Government negotiators have set the bar high on the
deal achieved for agriculture, particularly beef, with the Korean
agreement. With Australia currently enjoying the mantle of the
largest provider of beef to Korea and likely to continue despite
a tariff differential with the US. Australia’s current tariff of 40%
will reduce back to 0 over the next 15 years.
Early indications from reports emanating from the Japanese
bilateral agreement currently being negotiated indicate less
favourable outcomes for agriculture and progress on the Trans
Pacific Partnership have stalled to a snail pace as members
grapple with the complexities of reaching assent. I can tell
you that the NFF team are present and engaged at whatever
opportunities present. These negotiations are often conducted
under a veil of secrecy and incredibly complex discussions
behind closed doors but ever present, sitting outside those doors
is the NFF team. Been dubbed by the media as Team Australia,
NFF’s presence being a constant reminder to negotiators as

to the importance of Agriculture in these deals and not to be
overlooked in favour of the services sector. NFF’s position is
clear, if it’s a bad deal for Australian agriculture, then it’s no deal
at all.
China, which we’ll hear more about tomorrow, is perhaps the
most exciting of all. An announcement on a desire for a trade
deal with Australia from a recent Peoples Congress in China has
caught a few by surprise and will keep Minister Robb’s team
incredibly busy. Hence the reason for his absence from this
conference.
In closing I would like to take this opportunity to thank the
NFF team, the NTCA Executive and staff Luke Bowen and
Tracey Page.

tracey hayes
NFF REPRESENTATIVE
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Port of Darwin

australia’s northern
gateway of choice

Cattle exports are an important part of the northern territory’s economy, and as australia’s leading port for live
cattle, the Port of Darwin is perfectly geared to handle over 50% of the nation’s livestock exports.
with its multi-modal facilities, deep water berths and dedicated infrastructure the Port of Darwin boasts more
than 25 years live export experience and currently holds the world record with 25,817 head of export cattle on
a single vessel.
Darwin’s proximity to australia’s beef producers and to growing consumer markets throughout asia make it
the port of choice. Cattle spend less time in transit both on land and at sea which is vital to maintaining their
superior quality.
the Port of Darwin is extremely well served by excellent quarantine services and highly-trained stevedores who
understand the value of animal welfare.
So, when it comes to exporting live cattle quickly and efficiently, put your trust in the Port of Darwin.

Tel: +61 8 8922 0660
darwinport@nt.gov.au
GPo Box 390,
Darwin nt 0801 australia
www.darwinport.nt.gov.au

CATTLE CouNCIL rePort
This year’s report on CCA and its activities is more optimistic than my first
report at the 2013 AGM.

while there is still much to be done in terms of optimising
structures, strategies and plans for industry at the national level,
and ensuring that the interests of NTCA members are “protected
and enhanced”, there have been significant practical steps taken at
the Cattle Council level which have improved the situation.
restructure and direct membership

Cattle Council implemented direct membership for all beef cattle
producers in January 2014 following extensive consultation with
members and the wider beef industry.
Cattle Council’s new model allows for improved access to Cattle
Council for all Australian beef producers, ensuring that beef
producers have more opportunity to be engaged with their peak
body and greater opportunity to provide input into the strategic
direction of the industry and the expenditure of industry levies to
deliver the strategy.
The new structure, as directed during the consultation period,
gives all beef producers in Australia the opportunity to contribute
to their peak council. The new Cattle Council board combines
State Farming Organisation (SFO) board representatives with up
to four directly elected board members, elected directly from the
new voluntary direct membership.
Being a direct member of Cattle Council allows for all beef
producers to engage and contribute to Cattle Council activities.
Cattle Council is urging beef producers to join up, contribute
and be part of the solution; supporting Cattle Council to fight for
a more profitable grass-fed beef sector.
Application for Direct Membership can be made on the Cattle
Council website: www.cattlecouncil.com.au/user/register<http://
www.cattlecouncil.com.au/user/register>
NTCA members can become direct members of the CCA
without fees due to their existing contribution through the
NTCA subscriptions. At the time of the AGM there are relatively
few applications for direct membership, certainly not enough to
trigger directly elected board members. The position should be
clearer by our next AGM.
industry sub-committees

As part of the restructure process, CCA has established four
sub-committees charged with developing industry policy in the
following areas.
• Research, Development, Extension & Sustainability

•

Animal Health Welfare & Biosecurity

•

Industry Systems & Food Safety

•

Marketing, Market Access & Trade

Industry members with expertise and interest in the various areas
are able to apply for membership of these committees to have a
say in policy formulation. The outcomes from these committees
to date have been well received.
senate inquiry

During 2014 Cattle Council has engaged with the Senate Inquiry
into Industry Structures and systems governing levies on grass-fed
cattle.
Cattle Council is a willing participant in the process, particularly
emphasised through producer consultation and the widespread
feeling that grass-fed producers do not have sufficient influence
on how levies are invested in research and development and
marketing for the beef industry.
Cattle Council presented the Senate Committee for Rural and
Regional Affairs and Transport with a number of suggested
recommendations including legislative changes to allow Cattle
Council to receive a portion of the levy to fund strategic policy
development on behalf of the beef industry, legislative changes to
ensure a more flexible approach to the apportionment of the $5
transaction levy between MLA, AHA and NRS and to investigate
the prospect of better identifying levy payers and payments for
industry benefit.
Global roundtable for sustainable Beef (GrsB)

Cattle Council continued to engage with the GRSB, particularly
given the continued growing demand from customers to provide
transparency around sustainable beef practice. This desire was made
clear by Australia’s largest beef purchaser in January 2014, when
they set a deadline for sourcing ‘verified sustainable beef’ by 2016.
Cattle Council sees involvement in the Global Roundtable
for Sustainable Beef as being an opportunity for Australia
to demonstrate our commitment to continually improving
the sustainability of our industry and to participate in the
conversation about sustainable beef production.
At the time of this AGM, the proposed guidelines are out
for public comment and I encourage interested members to
contribute to the process.
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There’s a place in Australia bigger than some countries, and one of the harshest
places in the world. It’s tough, but the locals wouldn’t have it any other way...

Landcruiser 70
This workhorse in the
LandCruiser range comes
with 4.5 Litre V8 turbo
diesel engine that generates
151KW and a massive
430Nm of torque.

Landcruiser 200
Designed to be Earth’s
greatest 4WD and equipped
with leading edge 4WD and
driver-assist technology,
LandCruiser 200 is the king
of the off-road.

PETER KITTLE - TOYOTA

46 Stuart Highway, Alice Springs, 0870 NT, Australia, 08 8955 4200, LMVD 098

alicesprings.peterkittletoyota.com.au
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Korean & Japanese Fta

The finalisation of the Free Trade Agreement between Korea and
Australia (KAFTA) was welcomed by Australian beef producers.
However, it is still absolutely imperative that KAFTA is ratified
and has entry into force in 2014 in order to compete with the
tariff differential held by beef competitor the United States.
Korea is an integral market for Australian beef and Cattle Council
has been working with the Korean Hanwoo Association to ensure
that there is open and frank discussion between producers.
Cattle Council will continue to lobby for the ratification of KAFTA
by the end of 2014 as a priority for the Australian beef industry.
President Andrew Ogilvie and CEO Jed Matz are currently
contributing to negotiations over the Japan FTA and discussions
with the Hanwoo Beef Association in South Korea.
indonesia & China

Cattle Council undertook brief visits to Indonesia and China in
order to better understand the growing opportunities in these
markets. Cattle Council will look to utilize producer to producer
relationships to build a greater understanding between the two
beef industries to develop comparisons and develop opportunities
for both live and boxed beef.
PCas

Cattle Council continued to promote the Pasturefed Cattle
Assurance System (PCAS) following its launch in April 2013.
PCAS allows for premium, high quality, grass-fed beef to be
branded and recognised, stemming from the fact that a large
portion of Australia’s cattle herd is exclusively pasturefed yet rarely
differentiated in the marketplace.
The uptake from consumers has been positive, with a number of
PCAS certified producers selling direct into the marketplace, as
well as Teys Australia launching their Grasslands branded product
available in Woolworths stores.
PCAS certified cattle are receiving handsome premiums, driving
increased participation from producers to become accredited; over
400 producers are registered in the PCAS system, with interest
continuing to be strong.
Further information on PCAS can be found on the website: www.
certifiedpasturefed.com.au/home<http://www.certifiedpasturefed.
com.au/home>
stakeholder relations

is a high priority for CCA going forward. In 2013-14 CCA
has continued to run Producer Forums throughout Australia,
deriving key themes from small organising groups and tailoring
these forums to be region specific. Each forum has been unique;
however key themes can be found across the country; increased
cost of production, availability of markets, pressures due to
public perception and attracting the next generation to continue
involvement in the industry.
Cattle Council hosted the 2013 Rural Awareness Tour to Qld
and the 2014 Rural Awareness Tour is planned for the south-west
of Western Australia during April. These self-funding tours aim
to allow mid-level and senior managers from federal government
departments to experience all levels of the supply-chain, and thus
be better informed of grass roots conditions when formulating
government policy.
Cattle Council hosted the annual Five Nations Beef Alliance
conference in Australia in September 2013. Participants from the
Canadian Cattlemen’s Association, Confederacion Nacional de
Organizaciones Ganaderas (Mexico), Beef + Lamb New Zealand
and the National Cattlemen’s Beef Association (USA) traveled
to Central Queensland where they visited beef properties, Roma
sale yards and heli-mustering, before travelling to Cairns for the
official conference. CCA was proud to showcase the Australian
beef industry, as well as the industry systems that make the
Australian industry unique. The conference itself focused on
discussions around sustainable beef production, animal welfare,
cost of production and market access and trade, specifically the
Trans Pacific Partnership.

tom stockwell
NTCA CATTLE CouNCIL DELEGATE

Cattle Council has continued to liaise with stakeholders on
a number of levels and continued two-way communication
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Solar Energy
Power your property

Reduce your reliance on diesel fuel generation
Stand alone solar power systems - full installed
Paid for within 2 - 3 years
Fully financed - cash flow positive
Country Solar NT is locally owned and operated, offering full after sales
support for your assured piece of mind. We install premium brands
at the best prices in the Northern Territory.
For professional advice from the largest solar installer
in the Northern Territory, call Country Solar NT today on 8998 9609.

Country
Solar NT
Jeremy Hunt - Owner Manager
Country Solar NT, Darwin Northern Territory
email: reception@countrysolarnt.com.au
Office: 1B/2 Travers Street, Coconut Grove NT 810

Phone 08 8998 9609
countrysolarnt.com.au
CAL
CONTRACTOR ACCREDITATION

is looking forward to another year of successful co-operation.
We would like to say a sincere

Thank you
to all producers, suppliers, livestock agents,

transport operators, government agencies, customers and our staff
for their great support that has allowed us to export

400,000 cattle
and 500,000 sheep

in the past 12 months to numerous destinations around the world.

We l l a r d R u r a l E x p o r t s 1 A P a k e n h a m S t , F r e m a n t l e , WA

Phone: 08 9432 2800

w w w. w e l l a r d . c o m . a u

2014 NTCA AGM & inDustrY ConFerenCe
The 30th NTCA Annual Conference, AGM and Gala Dinner was the biggest ever with over 600 delegates
over two days. It has been 30 years of united representation, through some of the most challenging periods
in our industry that the NTCA has endured.

Conference Program
7.30am

registration

8.00am

welcoming address
David Warriner
NTCA President

8.30am

official opening
Hon. Willem Westra Van Holthe
Minister for Primary Industry & Fisheries

9.00am

thos Gieskes
A View on the Next 30 Years

9.30am

Dr andrew stoeckel
Trading in a Growing World

the NTCA is an organisation with an enviable track record in
effective representation of its members.
Over the next 30 years the NTCA will continue to build
and grow in influence and efficacy. The NTCA will continue
to engender pride, strength and loyalty through service to
members and industry.
Over its 30 years through representing over 90% of industry the
NTCA has been effective in lobbying for the rights of its members,
from small family operations to large corporate companies.
Our Northern Territory members manage a landmass in excess
of 680,000 square kilometres turning off 600,000 head of high
quality cattle per year and providing leadership in pastoral
land conservation, market development and trade, regional
development, Indigenous employment and engagement.
Future ntCa - leadership Development Program (lDP)

10.00am tim mcrae
Australia’s beef in a Competitive
International Market

In the 30th year of the NTCA a program has been launched
to foster the development of leadership capacity amongst new
generations of industry for the next 30 years.

10.30am morning tea

The program has been developed to optimise the potential of
our youth, capturing new ideas, networks and enthusiasm,
while injecting mentoring and support from a select group of
mature Industry leaders.

11.00am Dr Caroline hong
David thomas
The Asian Century
11.45am Katherine teh-white
Social Licence to operate
12.15pm launCh oF YounG ntCa
The Seeds of Tomorrow
12.30pm lunch
1.30pm

David horlock
Raising standards

2.00pm

rob Boshammer
What market – what product?

2.45pm

afternoon tea

3.15pm

Panel session

4.30pm

official Close
Hon. Adam Giles
Chief Minister of the Northern Territory

The program will award 4 places each year to applicants under
the age of 35 years. Drawn from across the NT, successful
applicants will be passionate about the cattle industry, will
have been or will make a significant contribution to the cattle
industry, including in leadership.
thanks to our 2014 ntCa dinner sponsors
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2014 NTCA CoNFERENCE oPeninG aDDress
Address to the Northern Territory Cattleman’s Association Conference by the Hon. Willem Westra Van Holthe
Minister for Primary Industry & Fisheries. Darwin, Northern Territory, Friday 28 March 2014

welCome to the Northern Territory Cattlemen’s
Association’s 30th Annual General Meeting and Conference,
and congratulations to the Darwin Branch for putting together
such a well organised and well thought-through forum.
In that vein, the NTCA Annual Conference is arguably the
industry’s premier event right across Australia.
This conference consistently attracts notable local, national
and international presenters and attendees, and this year is no
exception.
It is a pleasure to be here as the Northern Territory’s Minister
for Primary Industry and Land Resource Management to open
this conference.
2013 was one of the most challenging years for our pastoral
industry due to a range of factors, including continued
uncertainty over export markets, poor cattle prices, low industry
confidence and ongoing difficult seasonal conditions.
While many in the industry are still recovering, I’m pleased
to see the positive changes in industry confidence in recent
months, linked to improved signals from the Indonesian market
for greater import quotas, a burgeoning Vietnamese market,
better cattle prices and the number of property sales going
through.
Foreign investment is not new to our pastoral industry and the
recent sale of Territory stations to Indonesian interests proves
the significance of Indonesia as a market for NT live cattle.
This can be interpreted as a sign of renewed confidence in the
pastoral industry.
And I was particularly pleased to learn that PPB Advisories,
the receivers who took over from R.M. Williams Agricultural
Holdings, has placed Henbury Station on the market as a
pastoral lease.
I can categorically say that this Government is not interested in
syphoning off pastoral land to be used for feel-good experiments
for the benefit of those living in southern cities.
It is our position that pastoral land in the Northern Territory
must first and foremost be used for pastoral purposes.
North Australia in general and the pastoral industry in particular
has attracted increased Government attention since Liberal
Governments were elected to power in these jurisdictions.
This was highlighted at the recent Northern Agricultural
Ministers’ Beef Roundtable in Broome where I was joined
by my counterparts from Western Australia and Queensland,

and also Barnaby Joyce, Australian Government Minister for
Agriculture.
I can assure you that all four of us Agriculture Ministers are
determined to work closely together to further grow and develop
the successes of the northern Australian cattle industry in
particular, and agriculture in general.
As noted by several producers at that event, there has never
been a time when there has been such a clear common purpose
between the three northern jurisdictions along with the
Australian Government.
One of the expectations of pastoralists is to encourage a culture
change within Government regarding red tape, to allow an
increase in the efficiency of their business operations.
Indeed, the Territory Government has looked to reduce the
burden of red tape wherever possible. This is not an easy process
and cannot be achieved overnight; however I assure you it is
being taken seriously by the Northern Territory Government as
we seek a balance between regulation and product integrity.
This Government aims to adopt a solutions focused attitude to
regulation, to allow it to be enabling, not restrictive.
There are several exciting new developments currently underway
that will help speed the recovery and encourage growth of the
Northern Territory pastoral industry.
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I’m pleased to see the positive changes
in industry confidence in recent months,
linked to improved signals from the
Indonesian market for greater import
quotas, a burgeoning Vietnamese market,
better cattle prices and the number of
property sales going through.

In particular, I’m excited about the progress of the Australian
Agricultural Company’s abattoir under construction on
Darwin’s outskirts, which should start processing livestock in
September this year.
This is a bold and strategic move by AACo, fully supported by
the Northern Territory Government, and one that should be
supported by industry given it will complement the live export
trade by taking all out-of-spec cattle.
In this regard, it will dovetail well with the live export trade and
save the cost and potential animal welfare issues associated with
transporting cull cows to meatworks down south.
In particular, this abattoir should benefit farmers and
pastoralists in the Top End and Katherine district who have the
facilities to add value to cull cows and maintain a year-round
supply.
Over time, it is hoped that the dynamics of the NT herd may
change to allow processing of cattle with high quality meat for
local consumption.
Another important advance in the Northern Territory is the
amendment of the Pastoral Land Act that took effect from
January this year. As Minister for Primary Industry, it was
particularly important for me to drive these legislative changes,
in order to provide additional opportunities for pastoral lease
holders to diversify their businesses.

These amendments mean that landholders now have more
flexibility in the range of activities that they can conduct on
their Pastoral Lease; and increased security for their investments
as permits for alternative enterprises will now be available for up
to 30 years and are attached to the lease and not issued to the
lessee.
Already there are a number of proposals undergoing relevant
regulatory processes that range from potential aquaculture,
horticulture, forestry and tourism ventures.
In fact, both my Departments of Land resource Management,
and Primary Industry and Fisheries have an information booth
here today. I encourage you to drop by and get some more
detail around these changes and what they offer for pastoralists.
One of this Government’s election commitments was to restore
a strong relationship with Indonesia and establish a Live Export
Market Development Unit to assist industry seek a broader
range of export destinations.
A significant amount of progress has been made to fulfil these
commitments. The Chief Minister and I have made a number
of visits to Indonesia as well as other export destinations and
have been warmly welcomed.
Indeed, 2014 looks like being a big year for Indonesian exports
and with careful attention to the relationship, Indonesia should
remain the NT’s major trading partner for years to come.
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In this regard, the Northern Territory Government certainly
recognises the important role played by both the NTCA and
the NT Livestock Exporters Association in maintaining and
enhancing our close relationship with Indonesia.
The Live Export Market Development Unit, located within
my Department of Primary Industry and Fisheries, is now
operational and has been investigating other potential markets
for live animal exports.
Vietnam in particular is growing to be an important market for
live cattle. In 2013, over 67,000 head of cattle were exported
to Vietnam from Australia with approximately 33,000 head
coming from the Territory, making it our second largest live
cattle export market behind Indonesia.
Officers from my department have worked in collaboration
with other Government agencies, Meat and Livestock Australia
and NT industry associations to develop the Vietnam market
and to provide Vietnamese importers with technical support.
Recent good news for the NT buffalo industry was the
finalisation of a health protocol to allow the importation of
feeder and slaughter buffalo to Vietnam.
Two shipments of NT buffalo have already arrived in Vietnam
totalling 614 head. It is hoped that these are the first of many
shipments of NT buffalo going to the Vietnam market.
The buffalo industry looks set to grow and in doing so provide
opportunities for Indigenous employment and business
development in the regions.
I believe this is important to the cattle industry, because the
forecast demand for cattle will raise some challenges to the
ability to supply; and buffalo will provide a small avenue to
supplement expected numbers required for export.

Officers from my Department of Primary Industry are currently
working with their Queensland colleagues to deliver the farm
finance package, and this may well provide a mechanism to also
deliver the recently announced drought assistance package.
I look forward to working with the Commonwealth to reach a
resolution on delivery of this program.
As many of you are aware, another ‘hat’ that I wear is that of
Minister for Mines and Energy. In light of increased concerns
from the community, including some from within the pastoral
sector, I would like to confirm the appointment of Dr Allan
Hawke to undertake an inquiry into hydraulic fracturing or
fracking in the Northern Territory.
Dr Allan Hawke will take evidence and review and analyse
scientific information about the practice of hydraulic fracturing
and its application in the Northern Territory.
This will provide certainty to Territorians that as a Government
we are making sure we address community concerns and ensure
that our regulatory processes are as effective as they can be; no
development will be at the sake of our environment.
In closing, I would like to congratulate, and as Minister for
both Primary Industry and Land Resource Management, thank
the NTCA for their 30 years of hard work to grow and develop
the cattle industry in the Northern Territory.
I would also like to take this opportunity to farewell the
NTCA’s Executive Director Luke Bowen, and wish him well in
his next adventure on the Federal Government’s Agricultural
Industry Advisory Council; and whatever other new hats he
may wear.
Luke, on behalf of the Territory pastoral industry and from
myself as Minister, a huge thank you for your efforts in fighting
to protect and improve our great cattle industry.
You have done a remarkable job in what was arguably the most
testing period for the northern pastoral industry.

image Fiona lester

While there is strong optimism that our pastoral industry
is moving towards a more stable and profitable period, it is
important that government and industry take the lessons learnt
from the hard times.

We need to sustain efforts to improve business management,
expand the suitability of NT cattle for a wider range of markets
and continue to pay close attention to all aspects of animal
welfare within the supply chain.
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AGRICuLTuRE a 30 Year horizon
Presentation by Thos Gieskes to the Northern Territory Cattlemen’s Association Annual Conference
Darwin, Northern Territory, Friday 28 March 2014

thinGs have changed dramatically in the last 30 years. The
invention of the computer, the desktop, the laptop, the internet
and now internet capable smart phones. What will the next 30
years hold?

thos Gieskes
CHIEF ExECuTIVE oFFICER oF RAbobANK
AuSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND GRouP

Food and farming will be in the spotlight and we will need to
produce more with less.
By 2050 around 70 per cent of the global population will
be based in urban areas (with higher disposable incomes),
compared with 49 per cent currently. Projections indicate that
by 2050, Asia’s urban population will increase by 1.8 billion,
Africa by 900 million and Latin America and the Caribbean
by 200 million. There will be around 30 mega-cities with
populations of between 10 and 40 million people by 2050,
compared to about 20 today. To meet this population increase,
requires an additional billion tonnes of cereal and 200 million
tonnes of meat to be produced annually.
Supply chains and logistics will need a drastic upgrade to reduce
losses. Currently 30-50 per cent of food produced goes uneaten.
It is estimated that Vietnam, which has made significant
progress in rice production, still loses 20-25 per cent of rice,
post-harvest. Both Thailand and the Philippines are said to lose
up to 40 per cent of the rice they produce. While India loses
20 to 40 per cent of fruit and vegetables each year. Across Asia,
approximately 5 per cent of the rice harvest is lost to rats each
year, enough to feed Indonesia’s 240 million people for a year.
For a country like Australia and a region like northern Australia,
the global population growth presents enormous potential.
Our produce will be increasingly demanded by a group of
consumers who are becoming more wealthy and more educated
and opinionated in what they demand from a new and exciting
world.
Asia is driving the rise in the real value of agri-food demand,
accounting for 71 per cent of the projected increase up until
2050. We have already seen in 2013 the sudden arrival of China
as a destination for our beef, now our 3rd largest export market.
Australia’s consumer base is set to change in the next 30
years. In 1980 we exported 530,000 tonnes of boxed beef
predominantly to the US (59%) and we accounted for 16% of
world exports. In 2013 we exported 1.1 million tonnes of boxed
beef, we accounted for 17% of world beef exports and our main
markets have become Japan (35%), US (19%), China (14%)
and Korea (13%).
Asia already dominates our export returns. North and South
Asia combined currently total 65% of the total value of

Now heading up Rabobank Australian and New Zealand
operations, Thos was CEo of Rabobank Chile for seven
years and a range of senior positions in Rabobank’s
international network, including Head of Relationship
Management, Food & Agribusiness and Commodity
Finance. originally from the Netherlands, he has extensive
experience in both international agricultural banking and
the wider global food and agribusiness sector in the area
of agricultural research. Thos provided a perspective on
the challenges and opportunities facing agriculture in the
next 30 years.buyer on both the oklahoma City and omaha
Stock Yards.

Australian agricultural exports. China is our largest individual
market at 21% of total agricultural export value. Will Asia
become our only export location in 30 years?
Figure: Value of Australian agricultural exports by region
Asia may well grow to become our only market however
we must recognise that it is a big market and we only have
capacity to supply a part of it. At the moment Australia only
makes up 6% of total agricultural imports into Asia (by value).
Our largest competitors are the US (21%), Brazil (10%), and
Canada (4.5%).
So the question should be are we chasing value or volume?
As incomes rise through Asia, consumers will demand a
differentiated product. Producers will need to compete by
selling a “story” against mass produced proteins. The northern
beef industry has an amazing story, lets share it with the world!
If we are going to do this we need a brand – a northern beef
brand – the most recognised brand in Asia in 2050? Can we
unify a northern beef brand?
So what does the next 30 years hold?
The use of data and technology will increase. Drones will aid
in completing once labour intensive tasks as well as monitoring
and observing stock and crops to guide management decisions.
A growing body of data, “big data”, will ultimately free
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100% AUSTRALIAN OWNED

WATER DYNAMICS DARWIN
Water Dynamics Darwin is one of nine stores within
the national group.
The Darwin branch of Water Dynamics began in 2001 with
the acquisition of the well-established business that was Darwin
Irrigation Supplies or DIS as it was more commonly known. As of
the April 1st of this year Water Dynamics has new owners and is
now 100% Australian owned.
The new owners were looking for an opportunity to get involved in
the Australian irrigation industry and found that Water Dynamics
provided the ideal vehicle for entry into this market. They are now
moving through the transition period in a calculated and deliberate
manner.
New operating systems are being implemented, inventory is being
adjusted to suit local market conditions and the focus on customer
service is at an all-time high. The future for Water Dynamics and
their clientele is very exciting for all involved.

The leaders in irrigation
• Centre Pivots
• Travelling irrigators
• Line Shaft Turbine pumps
• Pressure & bore pumps
• Drip & Micro Irrigation
• Turf & Landscape irrigation
• Filtration Systems
• Irrigation control systems
We specialise in the supply,
installation and service of
pumping and irrigation systems

Phone: 1300-WATER

08 8932 6547

Lot 1140 Georgina Crescent,
Palmerston
Fax: 08 8932 7162

1

On a more local note the Darwin team is having one of the busiest
seasons in recent memory. With a high level of retail activity and
several major projects on the go. One such project is a new start
of the art variable speed pump station with automatic filtration
to supply the irrigation system around the Durack lakes in
Palmerston. Major turf projects including the McMillan’s Road
verge irrigation have also kept our installation team busy for several
months.
The pump service division has had a hectic year looking after our
large corporate customers in Katherine and the Top End. Servicing
large turbine pumps that are delivering flows of up to 100 litres per
second (or more) is a high stakes business. Farm production can be
at risk, the pumps themselves are very valuable items and they are
also big and heavy.
Their experienced team of pump technicians takes it all in their
stride. With attention to detail, a focus on quality workmanship
and a number of partnering businesses in support, there is unlikely
to be an issue with a turbine pump that the team at Water
Dynamics Darwin could not tackle.
As the Australian agent for T-L Irrigation Company, they have all
of your mechanised irrigation needs covered. T-L’s advantage over
its competitors is its hydraulic drive system. Whether it’s a large
scale “centre pivot” or a small “single span linear” the hydraulic
drive principle is basically the same.
The hydraulic drive system is very well suited to Top End
conditions as there are very few electrical connections unlike
electric drive machines. There is no need for a qualified electrician
to service a T-L machine. Some general mechanical knowledge and
a bit of common sense is all that is required.
Water Dynamics is in the business of providing irrigation and
pumping solutions. They have access to the leading pump
manufacturers; including Grundfos, Calpeda and Davey as well
as many others. They pride ourselves on selecting the “right pump
for the job”. In the irrigation sector Water Dynamics works with
reputable suppliers like Netafim, Toro, Amiad, Hunter and HR
Products (just to name a few).
So if its pumping or irrigation that’s on your mind, call in and have
a chat to the Water Dynamics team on the corner of Callanan Road
and Georgina Crescent in Yarrawonga.

Unlocking the Nation’s potential
U

nlocking the full potential of
Northern Australia will boost
Australia’s prosperity, increasing
exports and employment to ensure
Australia’s position among the world’s
top economies is protected.
Chief Minister Adam Giles said bold
and innovative action was needed
in the next few years to ensure this
nation-building opportunity delivered
real benefits to the national economy.
Mr Giles said “Developing Northern
Australia will increase national
prosperity and help ensure Australia’s
position among the world’s top
economies.
“Through sustainable and
responsible development, we have
an opportunity to increase future
government revenues and reduce
welfare expenditure, redirecting

taxpayer funds to improve services,
infrastructure and quality of life for all
of Australia.”
Mr Giles said the Northern Territory
was in an ideal position because of our
central location between the booming
Asian economies and Australia’s well
developed and supported South.
He said growth was critical to
the Territory’s future – but not at
the expense of our environment or
lifestyle.
He said the inclusion of the Alice
Springs area in the Northern Australia
footprint meant the focus extended
beyond the Territory’s capital.
“The North has many natural
advantages relating to agriculture,
mining, energy and tourism,” he said.
Mr Giles said the focus developing
the North was an opportunity to secure

Driving the Territory forward

T

he Territory Government’s
Northern Australia Development
Office is open for business providing a
hub for peak industry bodies to plan for
the Territory of tomorrow.
In addition to opening the Northern
Australia Development Office, the
Chief Minister established a ministerial
portfolio for Northern Australia
Development.
The Northern Australia

Development Office will work with the
Australian Government and industry
groups to maximise the Territory’s
opportunities, attract investment
and capitalise on our natural assets,
including our proximity to Asia.
Northern Territory Livestock
Exporters Association Chief Executive
said “The office provided a foundation
for industry representatives to work
cooperatively to forge further growth.”

the vital infrastructure needed to drive
the Territory forward.
“We’ve made a case for needing
new infrastructure and called for the
Australian Government to help fund
extensions to the rail network and a
second port,” he said.
“We’ve also called for funding for
a national gas grid to connect the
Northern Territory to the rest of the
country.”
“This is an exciting drive to
establish Northern Australia as the
preferred place from which to export
livestock and will help widen our
customer base in Asia and beyond,”
he said.
The Chief Executive Officer,
Northern Territory Cattlemen’s
Association said, “Together with
NADO, the NTCA will continue to work
in the best interests of its members to
position the pastoral sector for future
opportunities.”

FIGURE Value of Australian agricultural exports by region
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producers of much of the day-to-day guesswork associated with
farming. Technology could lead to developments in targeted
pasture improvement, optimal stocking rates, genetic profiling
and monitoring, livestock handling and transport. Mobile
technology could be used by consumers to track product back
to the farm gate and through the supply chain.

image Fiona lester

More attention will be given to ‘ethically-endorsed’ production
systems that add value to ecosystems and biodiversity, whilst
at the same time being profitable and providing a high quality
product.
Globally beef supplies are diminishing, whilst demand is
growing. Asian per capita beef consumption is on the rise
and this will continue to change our consumer base. The
opportunity is on our door step, but it is not enough to simply
sell the product, we must sell the story of the product. Northern
beef is such a unique landscape. The industry will become
increasingly recognized and valued nationally and globally for
producing nutritious food in healthy and resilient ecosystems.
Why couldn’t Northern beef be the most recognised brand
throughout Asia and the world in 2044?
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TRADING in a GrowinG worlD
Presentation by Dr Andrew Stoeckel to the Northern Territory Cattlemen’s Association Annual Conference
Darwin, Northern Territory, Friday 28 March 2014

the worlD will have another one billion middle class
consumers by 2030 and while the long term prospects for
Australia as a beef exporter to take advantage of this growth are
good, it will not be all plain sailing.

Dr andrew stoeckel
CAMA, AuSTRALIAN NATIoNAL uNIVERSITY

A key focus will be on the booming middle class of China and
the good news from here is the enormous growth in demand
for beef. The ABARES 2014 Outlook for China’s urban perperson food consumption forecasts that beef consumption in
that country will have risen by close to 200 percent between
2009 and 2050, and the emphasis will continue to be on the
demand for beef, rather than feed grain.

Andrew Stoeckel, is a Visiting Fellow at the Australian
National university at the Centre for Applied
Macroeconomic Analysis and was the Founding Chairman
of The Centre for International Economics. As one of
Australia’s leading economists he is a specialist in trade
policy analysis and the global macro-economy. He has
over thirty publications to his credit. He is currently
researching the on-going fall-out from the Global Financial
Crisis of 2008. Dr Stoeckel explored the role and place
of agriculture in the new push to establish trade and free
trade agreements in our region, including Japan, China and
the transpacific partnership.

The less favourable news for Australia’s beef industry is that
China faces some enormous financial and social challenges.
China’s real effective exchange rate has appreciated by 40
per cent over the past eight years. The Chinese authorities
are appreciating the exchange rate and raising the interbank
lending rate.
In terms of China’s demographic transition, the country’s
one-child policy has driven an extraordinary fall in the total
dependency ratio and this in turn has contributed to high
savings rates. However, the working age population will be
shrinking from 2014 as the current generation moves into
retirement, leading to rising old age dependency.
The situation with other global markets for Australian beef,
including Japan which is the world’s most massively indebted
country, and countries in the Eurozone where banks are in
trouble, are also cause for concern.
Added to those factors, Australia does not have the world’s beef
markets to itself, with continuing strong competition from
other dominant suppliers, Brazil and India.
Some important points to consider in relation to Australia’s
global beef trade:
•

Asia is where growth is and it’s in our part of world but
barriers are high

•

A Korean FTA will see barriers come down to achieve parity
with the USA

•

Australian Trade Minister Andrew Robb has been in Japan
negotiating a FTA

•

China FTA talks are hampered by Australia’s stance on inbound investment

•

TPP talks but no ‘fast track’ for President Obama

•

All FTAs are preferential and also because all meats are
substitutable, there is a lot of ‘switching’ of trade and net gains
are not as big as if multilateral free trade is secured.

What can marketing do? Integrity of the supply chain is
critical all the way through from the input supplier, producer,
processor, wholesaler and retailer and to the consumer. It is
imperative that the marketers can consistently deliver on the
attributes of the product they are promoting and there needs to
be a mix of individual and generic promotion.
In terms of the Australian beef industry ‘trading in a growing
world’, the key messages are:
• The long term prospects for beef exports are promising
•

Short-term volatility can be expected as the global monetary
stimulus unwinds

•

The productivity problem is global and governments will
finally have to tackle hard structural change decisions

•

Trade liberalisation is part of that, and Japan will eventually be
included

•

Absolute integrity of the supply chain is critical so marketers
can explore, promote and deliver the attributes that are
valuable

•

Success is a matter of getting a host of small things right!
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We’re focused on your community’s growth
Proud supporter of the Northern Territory Cattlemans’ Association
We’re an agribusiness bank. That’s why we’re committed to the growth of your communities
and businesses. Our local experts live and work where you do. This exclusive focus is just one
of the reasons we have the most satisfied clients in the industry, and it’s why we’re proud
to support the Northern Territory Cattlemans’ Association.

RAB00611-4254

Rabobank. One focus.
Call your local Darwin branch on 08 8981 7355 or visit www.rabobank.com.au

AuSTRALIA’S bEEF in a ComPetitive
international marKet
Presentation by Tim McRae to the Northern Territory Cattlemen’s Association Annual Conference
Darwin, Northern Territory, Friday 28 March 2014
GrowinG export demand for beef and livestock, a lower
A$ and robust global prices should point to an improvement
in cattle prices in 2014, from the lows of 2013 caused by a
drought-induced surge in supplies. However, the more positive
demand outlook for Australian beef and cattle for 2014 relies
on one crucial factor – substantial rainfall across the key cattle
producing regions of eastern Australia.
After the failed northern wet season in 2012-13 and the
scorching start to 2014, drought stricken regions of Queensland
and NSW are desperate for rain (see graph 1), with the previous
12 months seeing the number of cattle turned-off at near record
highs. The extent of the drought has not only pulled forward
many cattle from early 2014 sales, but increased mortality rates
and reduced branding percentages – which will reduce the
available supply of cattle over the medium term.
After an underwhelming start to the year, should the drought
ravaged regions eventually register wet season falls in 2014,
supplies are forecast to tighten almost immediately, leaving
producers, processors, lot feeders and live exports competing
fiercely for a significantly lower pool of cattle throughout the year.
Should northern areas fail to receive rainfall for a second
consecutive wet season and the dry conditions across southern
Queensland and NSW continue, cattle will continue to flow
into the market, placing downward pressure on prices and have
a limiting effect on short term supplies.
Adult cattle slaughter is forecast to decrease 9.1% to 7.6 million
head whilst Beef and Veal production is anticipated to decline
by 8.2%, to 2.17 million tonnes cwt. The Australian cattle
herd is predicted to decline to 27.5 million head with domestic
utilisation expected to ease 10.6%, to 662,000 tonnes cwt.
export market outlook 2014

Beef exports hit new highs in 2013 at 1.1m tonnes swt (8.34m
slaughter – the highest since 1978) and a record 68.4% of total
production. (see graph 2)
Japan exports are forecast to reach 270,000 tonnes swt. The
combination of strong competition from the US, a recovering,
yet fragile economy, an unfavourable exchange rate, anticipated
tight supply from Australia and strong demand from other
markets is expected to continue adding downward pressure on
Australia’s largest export beef market.

tim mcrae
MLA

Tim McRae is the Chief Economist and Manager for Market
Information and Analysis for Meat and Livestock Australia
(MLA). Working closely with industry and producers, he
is responsible for MLA’s efforts to monitor, analyse and
forecast developments in livestock, co-product and meat
markets in Australia and around the world. Tim is manager of
MLA’s National Livestock Reporting Service, author of MLA’s
bi-annual beef and Cattle Industry Projections and Lamb
and Sheep Industry Projections, along with several other
publications. Tim has a bachelor’s degree in Agricultural
Economics and a Masters of Rural Management from the
university of Sydney. Tim provided a market outlook for
beef, considering national and international trends.

Exports to the US forecast to be 210,000 tonnes swt, the
lowest since 2002 and a 1% decline on 2013. This is consistent
with an expected drop in overall Australian beef and veal
production, combined with strong demand from several other
key Australian export markets, including China, the Middle
East and Indonesia.
Australian beef and veal exports to China in 2014 are forecast
to consolidate the record volumes shipped in 2013, at 155,000
tonnes swt. However, this forecast should be considered
in terms of the growth registered throughout 2013, which
increased 371% year-on-year, to 154,800 tonnes swt.
Shipments to Korea are set to ease 17% to 120,000 tonnes
swt. This decline for 2014 is largely a reflection of the strong
competition in the Korean market – ranging from historically
high inventories of domestic beef and pork, to the tariff
advantaged US beef.
Exports to Indonesia in 2014 are anticipated to increase 27%
year-on-year, to 50,000 tonnes swt, underpinned by a change
in import protocols aimed at controlling rising beef prices. The
increase, albeit coming off a moderate base in comparison to
previous years, is despite lower Australian supplies in 2014.
Indonesia’s potential to continue growing as a customer of
Australian beef and veal is underpinned by the large and
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Supporting the Northern Territory
Pastoral industry
The Pastoral Business Growth program is a suite of incentivised continuous improvement
strategies structured to meet the unique needs of Northern Territory pastoral sector.
The innovative assistance packages can provide assistance to the pastoral sector to undertake
business overviews, business planning, technology solutions plus many other business assistance
options. The program can also support the sector in diversification planning in conjunction with the
changes to the Pastoral Land Act.
Pastoral Land Act amendments effective from 1 January 2014 permit pastoralists to apply to the
Pastoral Land Board to develop non-pastoral activities on their lease, provided pastoralism remains
the primary use. Activities such as tourism, horticulture, broad scale agriculture and forestry may
now be possible.
How does the program work for you?
The Pastoral Business Growth program offers reimbursements to engage professional advisors
who will work with you to assess whether diversification will be appropriate for your unique pastoral
operations activities based on land and water capability assessments, market and supply chain
analysis, business structures, and day-to-day operational requirements.

For more information call 1800 193 111 or visit www.dob.nt.gov.au

AuSTRALIA’S bEEF IN A CoMPETITIVE
INTERNATIoNAL MARKET CoNTINuED

growing population, estimated to reach
253 million people in 2014.

Graph 1 Australian Rainfall Declines September 2012 – February 2014
Distribution based on Gridded Data. Product of the National Climate Centre
© Commonwealth of Australia 2014. Australian bureau of Meteorology

Australian live cattle exports are forecast
to reach 900,000 head in 2014, up 10%
on the estimated 820,000 head (Graph 3
Australian live cattle exports). Improved
market access to Indonesia will underpin
the significant rise, however, this is likely
to impede the recent growth to other
markets demanding similar cattle, such
as Vietnam and Malaysia. The greatest
challenge for exporters will be sourcing
suitable cattle, given the huge turnoff in
2013, poor 2012-13 branding rates and
likely strong processor demand in 2014.
Graph 2 Record slaughter in 2013 resulting in record % of production exported
SOURCE: DA, MLA FORECASTS

’000 tonnes swt

Given the strong export outlook and
forecasted tighter supply prospects for
2014, the basic market fundamentals
all point to improved prices for cattle in
2014. The market is demanding more
beef and global cattle prices have certainly
been reflecting this, although Australian
cattle producers have yet to significantly
benefit from this trend. However, after
such a devastating drought and threedecade high slaughter rate in 2013, the
question will be how many producers will
have the cattle, and seasonal conditions,
to make the most of the improved market
when the pendulum swings.
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(Information as provided in March 2014)
Graph 3 Future markets for Australian live cattle exports
SOURCE: ABS, MLA FORECASTS
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Here’s how you get personalised service in plain English
about Your Tax and Your Business from specialists with
20 years of service to the NT Pastoral Industry!
When business is tough, it’s good to know you can
rely on specialists who understand the challenges
you face. With over 20 years experience, we are
leading advisors to the Territory’s pastoral industry.
For your free no obligation 60 minute tax and
business health check, call:

Cristina, Sam and Tim on 1300 662 322
Cristina Clemente

Sam Woods

Tim Siebert

growth • profitability • cashflow • asset protection • succession planning

www.moorestephens.com.au

Serious about Success®

Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation. Moore Stephens is a network of independent firms which are independent
members of Moore Stephens International Limited – members in principal cities throughout the world.

Santos congratulates
the Northern Territory
Cattlemen’s Association on

Santos has been an
Australian energy pioneer
since 1954
Producing oil and gas
in NT since 1983
Commenced a renewed
NT exploration program
in 2013
www.santos.com

years of representing
the NT cattle industry

Committed to working
in partnership with the
NTCA and its members

AuSTRALIA’S PLACE IN THE WoRLD AND ouR
REGIoN – enGaGinG with asia
Presentation by Dr Caroline Hong and David Thomas to the Northern Territory Cattlemen’s Association
Annual Conference Darwin, Northern Territory, Friday 28 March 2014
summary

Dr Caroline Hong, CEO of CH Asia Australia presented on the
topic of Australia’s place in the world and our region, to the 2014
NT Cattlemen Association Conference on 28 March 2014, with
her business partner, David Thomas, CEO of Think Global.
Dr Caroline Hong started her presentation with a bold
provocative statement saying “ I am the face of modern Australia”,
showing a slide of a recent photo of herself taken with Hon Julie
Bishop, Australia’s Minister for Foreign Affairs.
Dr Caroline Hong gave a thought provoking presentation which
challenged the audience’s perceptions of the Face of Australia.
Caroline spoke about her origins as an Asian born Australian.
She shared her first hand insights, having lived and developed her
career in Australia over several decades, about the changes she sees
in Australia in the business community.
Caroline presented the multicultural demographic aspects of
Australia and how the face of Australia is changing, with the
growing diversity and migrant population in Australia.
Caroline highlighted how important it is for Australia to remain
competitive in the Asian Century, and that there are certain major
trends driving globalization.

Dr Caroline hong
CH ASIA AuSTRALIA PTY LTD

Asian born, Dr Caroline Hong has a deep understanding
of Australia in the Asian Century and is well known and
widely recognised as an Australia-Asia small and medium
enterprises (SME) expert. Running her own consulting
business, CH Asia Australia Pty Ltd, Caroline is connecting
international business across health, government, community,
business events and not-for profit sectors. Caroline partners
with Think Global Consulting on premium strategic projects
to boost business and investment outcomes for Australian
businesses across many sectors. Caroline presented a view of
Australia and Northern Australia’s place in the Asian region.
How do we engage effectively for our long term future and
what lessons can we learn from history which will place our
industry at the forefront of opportunity.

David thomas
THINK GLobAL

She showed examples of how urbanisation, innovation and
consumption are some of the key factors driving globalization
across Asia. In fact more people live in Asia than outside Asia.
Whilst it is often cited that Australia should be the “Food bowl
of Asia”, Caroline challenged the audience to think otherwise.
Instead she said Australian farmers could never produce enough
food to be the food bowl of Asia, and that it is unrealistic to
compete on lower prices and cheaper labour costs that other
countries can provide.
Instead Caroline said that Australia should be the “Delicatessen
of Asia”. Why? Australia has quality, safety and flavor in our
agriculture products, and that includes beef. So, without
compromising on all these three important elements, with
increasing consumption demands globally, particularly in Asia
and China, Australia is well placed to compete globally by
focusing on the millions of growing premium consumers, not on
the billions of consumers.

David is well known in the Asia Pacific region for his
experience, credibility and passion for identifying, building
and facilitating business and investment relationships
between developed and emerging countries. His experience
accumulated over a 30 year international career has provided
first hand experience of the changing landscape within
the Asia Pacific region, the opening up of China, the rise of
Japan and the Asian tigers, and the emergence of India. More
recently, his activities have extended to Latin America and
Eastern Europe and the economic potential and growing
influence of the four “bRIC countries” (brazil, Russia, India
and China). David gave an insight into the opportunities and
challenges faced within Australia’s market and competitor
countries.

Caroline commended the NT Cattlemen’s Association for its
leadership and initiative in engaging with Indonesia.
Caroline’s concluding remarks are that the future of Australia
for the cattle industry lies in Asia, and it lies in focusing on the
growing premium consumer markets.
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Road Trained by Repairs

& PARTS

General
Trailer
Maintenance
Comprehensive
Range of
Spare Parts
Structural
& Accident
Repairs
Crash Repairs
Crush
Facilities

Keeping you in front... OUTBACK
1848 Ipswich Road, Rocklea, Brisbane Ph (07) 3277 3666
Sydney Ph (02) 9755 3877
Dar win Ph (08) 8932 2626

www.haulmark.com.au
sales@haulmark.com.au
Quality
ISO 9001

TTS
Territory
Transport Sales

874 Stuart Highway
PINELANDS NT
(08) 8932 2626
transportspares@bigpond.com

PRIMARY INDUSTRIES COURSES
BRISBANE
1848 Ipswich Road
ROCKLEA
Ph (07) 3277 3666

•
•
•
•

Agriculture and Rural Operation
Horticulture and Aquaculture
Conservation and Land Management
Primary Industries

From mustering to irrigation and beef production, CDU’s Primary
Industries courses will give you the skills you need to work in the
outback. You can study full time or as part of a traineeship at locations
across the Top End.

cdu.edu.au/primary-industries

Apply now to
study in 2015.
For more information:
T. 08 8973 9900
Free call 1800 779 577
E. study@cdu.edu.au

Blaze038836

Study Primary Industries at Charles Darwin University and start your
career in the pastoral industry.
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A Natural Partnership
D E PA R T M E N T O F L A N D R E S O U R C E M A N A G E M E N T
Our Purpose:
Provide advice and support for the sustainable
development of the Northern Territory’s land and water,
and conservation of its unique native flora and fauna.

What We Do:
• Provide advice and support to mitigate the impacts
of feral animals, weeds, floods, soil erosion and
wildfire on productive and natural ecosystems and
regional communities.
• Process permit applications to:
∙ clear native vegetation;
∙ extract water for commercial purposes;
∙ use wildlife commercially; and
∙ undertake controlled burns.
• Operate non-pastoral activities on pastoral leases.
• Monitor the condition of the pastoral estate and
provide advice to the Pastoral Land Board.
• Map infrastructure on pastoral leases.

Rangelands Monitoring
Alice Springs ph: 8951 9248
Katherine ph: 8973 8842
Darwin ph: 8999 4820
Email: rangelands@nt.gov.au

Weeds
Alice Springs ph: 8951 9210
Katherine ph: 8973 8857
Darwin ph: 8999 4414
Email: weedinfo@nt.gov.au

Soil Conservation
Alice Springs ph: 8951 9208
Darwin ph: 8999 4443
Email: rangelands@nt.gov.au

Bushfires NT
Ph: 8922 0844

Pastoral Lease Admin
Ph: 8999 4474
Email: rangelands@nt.gov.au

Water Resources
Ph: 8999 4455
Email: waterresources@nt.gov.au
Flora and Fauna
Ph: 8995 5001

www.lrm.nt.gov.au

NORTHERN MACHINERY SALES
Earthmoving Contractors – Specialising in all Roadwork and
Station Requirements including Grading Firebreaks, Fencelines,
Constructing Turkey Nests.

Lot 7079 Stuart Highway, Elsey NT 0852

Phone: (08) 8977 4031 / 0407 499 467
Fax: (08) 8977 4151 Email: northernmacsales2@bigpond.com
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Dr Hong started her presentation with a bold provocative
statement saying “ I am the face of modern Australia”.

Dr Hong spoke about her origins as an Asian born Australian

Caroline presented the multicultural demographic aspects of
Australia and how the face of Australia is changing.

Key factors driving globalization across Asia

World population shifts

beef consumption will increase by 236%

Australia is well place to compete globally on growing
premium consumer markets

Caroline’s concluding remark were that the future of Australia
for the Cattle industry lies in Asia

FUTURE? NTCA Indonesia
China, India, Vietnam,
Malaysia, Thailand
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Next generation
Weigh Scale Indicators

5000 series
Offering the next generation in
weighing technology, the new 5000
series retains Tru-Test’s prized speed,
accuracy and rugged reliability.
It’s now never been easier to track
the performance of your animals and
make better informed decisions.

Setup – made easy
Visibility – made easy
Data transfer – made easy

Hard work Made easy
How are you tracking?
Let’s talk.
1800 641 324

SoCIAL LICENCE to oPerate
Presentation by Katherine Teh-White to the Northern Territory Cattlemen’s Association Annual Conference
Darwin, Northern Territory, Friday 28 March 2014

i want to start with a little bit of a story about my family. On
one side of the family I’ve got generations of entrepreneurs who
owned rubber plantations and tin mines, on the other side of
the family I have generations of entrepreneurs who were carriage
makers and furriers. On both sides of the family we’ve personally
experienced what happens when society’s rules change and with
them those industries were either very quickly, or sometimes very
slowly, killed off. What I learnt from my forebears is that business
sits within the context of society.
About two years ago I started getting very interested in the live
export industry, not because I wanted to become a live export
entrepreneur. But because I could see that society’s rules were
changing and that if the live export industry didn’t adapt it would
fail to fulfil its commercial potential. I wanted to help secure its
future by helping it understand how to win a social licence to
operate.
Animal welfare is what frames the way society perceives the trade.
Practices that were normal practice become perceived as risky
when people look at them through an animal welfare lens.
There is still a chance to actually change the future of the industry
at the moment. However some will want to sit tight and wait
and hope that you can continue to make lots of money, as much
as you can. The problem with that attitude is that it will lead the
industry to die.
I recommend that you choose to revitalise that industry and
actually get it to be ahead of the curve and create a future proofed
industry.
That’s what we have been working with the live exporters on
through the Australian Live Exporters Council and Live Corp
and a number of the other organisations including the Northern
Territory Cattlemen’s Association.
Today I want to give you a little bit of background about the
ideas that sit behind it and how you can be part of it, because
you’re going to be critical to making that happen.
The first thing I’d like you to think about is how reputation
is made or lost. Reputations aren’t just made up about what’s
positive, they’re also made up about what’s negative. They’re made
up of how you deal with your risks and your failures. They’re
summed up at your weakest point. It’s really unfortunate that we
rate each other like that as individuals and the bad news is - it’s
the same for industries.

Katherine teh-white
FuTuREYE

With a journalist career covering national and international
issues, Katherine has worked for large mining and corporate
organisations on reducing conflict and in post-conflict
situations, recovering their regulatory or social licence
to operate. Her work over the past 20 years has included
many company and industry-wide initiatives dealing with
social, political and environmental sensitivities. Katherine
and her company have commenced implementation of an
industry wide strategy for the live export industry. With these
same principles applicable across the entire supply chain,
Katherine challenged thinking and pushed us to think about
what we do on a daily basis and how to build consumer and
community support.

What do you think the average Australian now thinks about when
they think about the live export industry? The jobs, the benefit to
Australian agriculture? No. The number one thing they’re thinking
about is what happened on Four Corners in Jakarta. It was a
turning point. It was a turning point because it seemed to sumup what the live export industry was about. Yet it doesn’t. That
moment is one of those moments that everyone lives to regret and
yet it has become symbolic.
It remains a negative until you turn that moment into something
that you have learned from. And the more you learn, the better
your insights, the more effective you are at learning, the more likely
it is that your reputation gets resurrected.
We can think of popular actors, like Iron Man, Robert Downey Jr,
he’s famous for his turnaround in his reputation, isn’t he? Everyone
loves him for it, so it’s not like you have to be perfect, it’s just that
you have to work-out when you’ve made a mistake and work-out
how you get to meet expectations of today. Then in fact, you can
become the like Robert Downey Jr has or in your case the live export
industry can become the Downey of the agricultural sector. But
to do it, you don’t pretend it didn’t happen or fight those who are
concerned about welfare. To do it you don’t build a reputation just
from the positives and focus on the jobs you create. To do it you have
to build your reputation from how you dealt with your negatives.
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So just a little bit of explanation as to why. There are two
circles up on this screen, the blue circle really represents your
performance and the other, the grey circle represents stakeholder
expectations. So what I want you to take from that is that you can
be performing exactly the same way, but if societal values change,
you will see that over time, stakeholder expectations will move,
and your performance can be seen as further and further apart
from what people expect. So in other words, things that were
great ten years ago mightn’t be today, not because you’ve changed,
not because you’re bad, but because everyone else’s expectations
have moved on. So if you want to understand the theory or the
background behind how something turns from good to bad, it
happens because expectations have evolved and you haven’t kept
up to date with them.
So the idea behind this is that you’ll end up being thrown into
high risk mode. You’ll have to defend yourself and in lots of
cases, in those crisis situations, if you’ve not prepared for and
understood what those expectations are, you can actually throw
your industry into further and further and bigger and bigger gaps
by not doing the things that you need to do to close the gaps and
start to move ahead into an innovative state.
The more innovative you are, the more you throw forward what
the expectations are, understand where those come from and then
emerge through that into being seen as a future proofed industry,
an innovative industry. The safer you are the more resilient
you are. Now this doesn’t just happen in relation to business
models, it happens in relation to things like how you think about
yourself, how you behave, what you think is acceptable, what
you think isn’t acceptable and what your moments are about
translating these sustainable business models into things that will
be a strategic imperative advantage for yourselves in Australia
compared to all of the challenges that you’ve got to get to an
external market. So to capitalise on this, the relationship between
how you think as an individual, how your industry thinks and
how your society thinks about you are all relative.

been made in the industry,” and I’ve seen the facts, Live Corp
for instance has done extraordinary work that shows that you’ve
got salmonella and shy feeding linking to deaths on ships. So
they’re helping your industry understand how to lead the ‘lead
indicators’, if you like, to manage and mitigate the risk of deaths
on ships. So it’s not an absolute need or risk or hazards that are
going to emerge in relation to shipping, they can be dramatically
reduced by all the work that you’ve done.
It’s possible through the work that you’ve done on training that
you can really reduce the cruelty in abattoirs overseas. It’s possible
from great supply chain management that you’ll be able to reduce
the amount of leakage from your supply chain so that you can
protect the integrity of it. All of these things are possible for you
to overcome as risks. You don’t have to feel helpless in relation to
it, but none of those things are going to be okay simply by getting
it right from a technical perspective because it’s possible that
another instance will occur, something else, some other moment
that symbolises for the narrative of the public in Australia that
symbolises what live export means and they’ll just link what
happened in 2011 to whatever happens some day in the future.
They’ll join those two things together and they’ll say, “that’s what
you’re about” and they won’t know anything in between unless
you change what they think about you and why and what you’ve
learnt from the mistakes that have happened in 2011 and have
happened since too.

So let’s just think for a moment about the live export industry.
Over the time since it started you’ve seen what I’d call a ‘home
territory risk’. Australia has a set of expectations and values that
are making things that might have been okay some time ago not
okay today. Even if in your markets that you sell to, this is not
the dimension that matters the most to them, it’s the dimension
that matters most to the community that’s licensing your right to
export Australian cattle, in this case.

So how do you do this? We’ve got here an example of what
we’ve been building which is called ‘The Futureye Curve’ and it’s
really about how on the left hand axis society goes through six
sequences to change their norms and to change their values. So
in other words you can’t come up with a great idea that changes
the way we think about the world and all of a sudden have it
adopted by everyone. It just doesn’t happen, no matter how
good your idea is. It goes through a process and the process is
that people have to observe that there needs to be a change; they
have to have debates as it looks to what are the implications for
those changes, it has to be popularised and people have to get to
know and understand it. Then it’s got to go through a challenge
phase where vested interests fight about it with the people who
want things to change and through that challenge process you get
better and better public policy. Through that challenge phase we
then emerge a set of expectations around how we want to govern
ourselves as a society and then eventually it gets to a social norm
and when it’s a social norm, if you’re no longer doing things the
way people expect you to, you’ll be sanctioned.

So it’s linked to things like deaths on ships, it’s linked to cruelty
in abattoirs overseas, it’s been linked to uncontrolled leakage.
Without changing your industry, you’ll end up being at risk. So
how do you actually deal with that? I mean I’ve had people say
to me, “well, there are lots and lots of improvements that have

So think through how those sequences occur, think about the
idea of drunk driving. I’m old enough to remember when drunk
driving was seen as completely acceptable, hopefully some of you
remember that time, and in that time, if you could drink and
drive and get high and while pissed, you were a bloody legend!
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There were people who absolutely agreed with it, I mean you’d
be in a bar and someone would say, “just make sure that you
don’t go near Green and Smith Street because that’s where the
booze bus is.” So as a community we all actually agreed that this
law, this emerging idea that you shouldn’t drink and drive was
ridiculous and so therefore we governed ourselves in a way to
overcome the police risk. That was our challenge phase. That was
when we were saying: “No, we’re not going to accept what other
people have told us, we’re going to do what we think is okay.”
That went on for some time until over a period of time society
started to say: “Actually, this isn’t ‘okay’” and nowadays there are
people who think that you’re extremely selfish if you drink and
drive. You’re no longer a bloody legend, you’re a bloody idiot!
Why? Because you’re putting yourself at risk, you’re putting other
people at risk.
So now if you go to tell your friends when you’ve had a few too
many and show your car keys, someone will take them from you
and think it’s their right. I mean think 40 years ago if you did
that, everyone would be on your side because you want to drink
and drive, and today everyone will be on their side because you
want to drink and drive. So same activity, but a totally different
social construct.
So in this concept of what we’re talking about with agriculture,
what are the social norms that are changing, what are the social
norms that are going to change the context of your industry? We
think that one of them is animal welfare. It’s going to change the
norms, so what are you doing as a producer to consider animal
welfare and how are you making improvements and how are you
doing it in a way that society will see that you’re doing it so that
they can change their narrative about your behaviours as you
change your narrative about your behaviours.
I also think that there’s also a really significant issue related to
productivity versus issues like pharmaceuticals and the role they
can play in terms of productivity. So you see, The Conversation
for instance, which is a news organisation funded by five
universities, putting antibiotic resistance as a critical issue. They’re
asking people to think more and more about the concerns around
antibiotic resistance and hormones. This is leading to a point
where people are getting more concerned about how food is
produced. So how you manage those productivity challenges is
important.
Now this doesn’t mean that you just have to bend over and do
whatever it is that society indicates. There are times where a
process of interaction, a process of engagement with community
will mean that you can end-up with more nuance around what
is acceptable and unacceptable. It’s possible that you can have
a clean green version of Australia that’s also highly productive.

It might also have some different traits than what we anticipate
now. At the moment we just deal with them as two separate items
as opposed to thinking about the inter-relationships and how
we can resolve them. While we keep urban Australia dumb in
relation to what actually goes inside agriculture, their expectations
grow. The only gap that really counts here is the gap between how
you’re dealing with them and what they’re expecting. If you’re not
trying to resolve it, they’re not trying to resolve it, it will be you
that gets impacted.
So the social maturity curve says, notice when things are
emerging and changing in society. Get in and get involved. Get
engaged and actually help shape that curve for your own optimal
strategy, otherwise you’ll end up being at risk.
So let’s just think about what this means. What this means is that
your own industry has to think about its outrage. Its outrage at
the way society is changing, at the expectations that there are and
how to some people they are quite unreasonable. At the start of
the live export industry process one of the people that we’re all
working with said: “How can you ever expect that we should be
able to deal with how someone overseas handles our animals; that
is completely ridiculous?”
I just want to pause on that for a moment because we as
Australians have put our values on industries all over the world.
There are lots of examples of that happening and that happens
not just in Australia but in Europe as well. And the reason why it
happens is that people are saying, you can’t just translate what is
acceptable to other countries and use our capital, our agriculture,
our other things to export them overseas in a way that will give
you some strategic advantage without taking into account the
values of society.
So just as an example, the first extraterritorial laws that were set
up in Australia were for paedophiles. So there’s sex trafficking
and yes, you can go to Cambodia and buy a child for six bucks
but you can’t come back to Australia and think that you’ll not
be put in jail for it. So it’s an extraterritorial law applied to the
concept. In the mid 1990’s in the mining industry the same
threat was put to us which is, we’ll put extraterritorial legislation
on how you do environmental management in Papua New
Guinea, in Indonesia and other places. The original reaction of
the mining industry was: “That is outrageous, how can they do
something like that to us” and then we got smart and we said:
“We either take into account that signal and start to improve our
own practices and engaging the activist groups that were fighting
against us”. By doing that we understood their expectations and
learned more about the industry and in the end they were witness
to the evidence that we were actually making those changes and
they became part of the narrative in the end to tell the average
Australian that practices had improved. Without the activists
being engaged the average Australian may never have believed the
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industry. But when your worst critics are saying publicly there is
improvement, then it seems there are some real steps to change
its behaviour. It’s improved the mining industry’s environmental
management, but the industry had to bring nation states and
other cultures to a greater awareness of the environmental issues.
These issues were not culturally significant to the majority of
them at the time, but we knew that if we didn’t engage the other
countries effectively the Australian market where our capital was
being drawn from was going to punish us.
So we dealt with our own outrage about the changes in our
own supply chain with our own customers and we evolved their
thinking and our thinking at the same time. It reduced outrage
risks for us, we stopped being angry with them and we started
working out how we could make it a strategic advantage.
In the mid 1990s as a result of those changes we set up a global
organisation called the International Council of Mining and
Metals that actually embedded those expectations throughout
the world. So the strategy was, sure, there’s going to be some
disadvantage for Australian miners when we’re competing with
Brazilian miners that didn’t care as much at the time, but if we
set those standards up high enough and we’re able to meet them,
we’re going to be able to do this in a way that means that they’re
at disadvantage and we’re at advantage and that’s what happened.
Look at the Australian miners since, they have been able to
lead the way on improvements and through that how to take
something that was a threat and make it an opportunity. That’s
really what I think is an opportunity for you guys now, something
that feels like a threat, feels like a difficulty can become something
that is actually your strategic advantage.
So to do that you’ve got to understand this equation and the
equation developed by one of our associates Dr Peter Sandman.
He says that risk has two parts, a hazard and an outrage. This came
out because about 40 years ago psychologists and communicators
got together and said: “How is it possible that there are things that
don’t harm you that upset people and there are things that harm
you that people don’t care about”. What they realised is that these
two parts of the equation are barely correlated. So you can have a
technical risk, the hazard and you can have an emotional reaction,
and the outrage that are barely linked.
So this drives most executives and company business people crazy
because what it means is traditional risk systems that they use are
broken because what their traditional risk systems do is think about
the top two quadrants where the hazard is high and the outrage
is low or the hazard is high and the outrage is high, but they
continually miss the area where the outrage is high and the hazard
is low, so that quadrant doesn’t get managed and then similarly, in
a crisis, the hazard gets managed but not the outrage and what you

end up with is situations where communities get more and more
and more emotional, more and more and more concerned but
because you perceive the technical issues as not being significant,
you don’t deal with the community and this suggests really that if
you don’t, you’ll end up with a high outrage context all the time for
your agricultural sector and that’s very risky.
I just think you need to be thinking about assessing weaknesses
at every point in your supply chain. Thinking about how you
can be part of managing and doing things differently to take out
outrage out from yourselves, out from your own communities
and look really at aligning and future proofing your strategy and
maturing it so that you change the story you tell yourself. That’s
vital because until you do that you’re going to end up with more
and more public relations issues because there are people who say
live export is good, there are people that say live export is bad, if
the gap gets bigger and those people who are highly involved and
actively influence the wider and wider community what you end
up with is societal wide agreement that there needs to be a ban.
That means you don’t have options. You don’t have options to not
just process and/or live export or whatever else you want to do,
serve the domestic markets and the overseas markets, if you limit
your options, you limit your business profitability and you’ve
got to make sure to do that that you’re always trying to track the
issues that might matter to others. That means you’ve got to be
the ones telling people about the issues, otherwise you’ll end up
with this yellow curve where the issues get more and more out of
control and the government steps in to act and you’ve got to be
the one driving the blue curve and turning it down so that people
get more and more confident that you know what the issues are
and that you’re managing them effectively.
So the industry reform strategy that the live export industry has
currently agreed to do, in strategy terms, but is now looking
at what the implementation schedule and process is has three
key components- getting heard, gaining credibility and earning
trust. The bottom line is, if you can earn that trust in the
community you can create a resilient industry and all of those
market opportunities that are available that have projections with
doubling the growth of live export can happen and you need to
be a part of that.
So I’m going to close with the idea that really, strategy
development starts with you. You understanding your audience.
You understanding expectations, and you dealing with outrage.
Understanding the inter-relationships between all of these things
including your supply chain and finally having a strategy that you
can govern and that you can ensure actually gets delivered. All of
that will give you a social licence to operate.
Thank you.
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THE SEEDS oF ToMoRRoW
launCh oF the Future ntCa
The 2014 Conference saw the launch of a program designed to foster the development of leadership
capacity amongst a new generation of industry for the next 30 years.
the program was initiated to optimise the potential of our
youth, capturing new ideas, networks and enthusiasm. While
injecting support from some existing Industry leaders the
program will enhance and build the reputation and image of the
NTCA as an effective and recognised organisation.
The program awarded 9 places in the inaugural year to
applicants under the age of 35, drawn from across the NT.
In the development of the program discussions were had with
other producer bodies around Australia who had, or continue
to run, similar programs. A key message received from these
discussions was the need to maintain an environment where
the group can be innovative and not overly constrained by
existing structures and processes in terms of communications,
networking and issues development.
Since the beginning of the year, the group has successfully
created and actioned a number of projects, activities and
personal development tools to assist with building the profile
and leadership capabilities of the group. Some of these include:
•

•

A survey - drafted and distributed to capture the thoughts
of youth within the industry regarding perceptions of career
prospects, opportunities and goals. The results of the survey
will provide employers with insights into how to attract and
retain young people to the industry.
The Right Mind Leadership Bootcamp – a unique
developmental opportunity for aspiring leaders within the

Rural Sector. The program provided an opportunity for the
group to reflect on its strengths, challenges and leadership
aspirations and to understand what it takes to become a highly
effective leader.
•

“Find Your Balance with Barry” – borne from the Leadership
Bootcamp, this is an initiative created to raise awareness about
the services provided by the Mindspot.org using “Barry the
Bike”. This website delivers self-analysis and self-help tools
to people suffering from mental illness in remote areas. The
group are using “Barry the Bike” in conjunction with the
FNTCA Facebook page to raise awareness for the site. The
group will use their session at the 2015 Conference to raise
further awareness about the benefits of a balanced lifestyle.

2014-15 Participants

Melissah Dayman
Trisha Cowley
Jodie Ward
Stuart Austin
Jessica Beckhouse

Newcastle Waters Station
DPIF Katherine
DPI Katherine
Mataranka Station
CDU Katherine

Donal Sullivan

Cave Creek Station , Mataranka

Sam Chisholm

Napperby Station, Alice Springs

Brad Inglis
Tanya Brooks

Sturt Plains, Daly Waters
Lilla Creek Station, Alice Springs
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bSI - MANAGING SuPPLY CHAIN RISK
anD the stanDarDs maKinG ProCess
Presentation by David Horlock to the Northern Territory Cattlemen’s Association Annual Conference
Darwin, Northern Territory, Friday 28 March 2014
everYBoDY is now talking about hidden supply chain
risk. We live in an increasingly complex world very different
from 30 years ago when supply chains were simple, had better
traceability and visibility, distances were shorter and we had
much lower supplier churn rates.
Today, the picture is very different as we move from domestic
to regional and then global supply chains where global brands
have gone international. With this comes the need for better
traceability at a time when brand value and reputation risk is
becoming more important.
In Roman times, food products and commodities doubled in
price every 100 km. Today we transport, source, manufacture,
procure and retail products from all corners of the world. As a
result, this creates many hidden supply chain risks including
food safety issues, counterfeit products, quality and reputational
risk issues associated with ethical, social, land usage, water
resource, chemical waste and so forth.
Reputational risk is becoming increasingly important with
accelerated transparency and globalization. Today’s societal
demands have resulted in the proliferation of third generation
standards relating to organizational behavior. These changes
have altered the definition of quality, stretching the traditional
boundaries of price, function and fit for purpose, to include
social, ethical, environmental, animal welfare and spiritual
parameters.
what is GrC today?

GRC (governance, risk management and compliance) is about
running your business in the right way and doing the right
thing. Everyone has a right to run a business and make a
profit but not at the expense of others and the environment.
Understanding your hidden supply chain and supplier risk is
critical to protecting your brand.
We should see standards as knowledge and not as regulations
or restrictions to doing business. Standards continue to evolve
and have provided the catalyst for the development and
implementation of new innovations and associated processes.
We continually find new ways of doing things and developing
new standards to manage such innovations.
With consumerism comes a new challenge of just-in-time
production, low cost manufacturing, outsourcing, choice,

David horlock
bSI ASIA PACIFIC REGIoN

Managing Director, british Standards Institution (bSI) Asia
Pacific, the world’s leading global standards body, David
has 30 years experience in the agri-food, life science,
commodities, consumer products and international
standards and certification sector, dealing in the supply
chain compliance. Having worked in Australia, Hong Kong/
China, Philippines, Thailand and uAE, David has on-farm,
livestock export, feedlot management and farm advisory and
experience and associated supplier qualification programs.
David explored current and future global supply chain risk,
the standard consensus making process and examples of how
some industries manage themselves to take control of their
industry and build standards from the bottom up involving all
stakeholders within the supply chain.

throw-away and replacement consumption. Speed and ability
to adapt are the new challenges created in this environment
together with the associated governance, risk and social
compliance challenges.
The pressures of consumerism, globalization and supply chain
transparency, together with the speed of change, increased
population growth and depletion of natural resources, are
focusing attention on social and ethical values associated with
people, employees, customers, environment and society.
We need to find the right balance between risk and values in
society, the economy and the environment. Environmental
challenges continue due to changing technologies. A rising
population and increased level of affluence are having a huge
impact on natural resources. Many say we are reacting or have
exceeded our carrying capacity based on today’s business model
and way of doing this.
Most people will agree that the current model is not sustainable.
We need to manage the new emerging issues associated with
sustainability, renewable resources, waste and pollution. This
will require new knowledge and standards. The shear growth
of the world’s population will magnify the challenges. The
numbers and impact are staggering and will be the catalyst to
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standardization as a means of defining what good looks like in
shaping their business model

change the way we move towards finding the right balance of
consumption, sustainability and quality of living.
Remember, standards are knowledge and will continue to evolve
and change. At the same time we will create new standards
for new problems and challenges faced by business, society
and communities. Today, the 3rd generation of standards are
focusing on values and ethics, better behaviours and service
industries.
The key take-away messages from this presentation are that:
•

The meaning of quality has a new definition

•

Supply chains are becoming more complex with increasing risk

•

Traceability, visibility and transparency of supply chains will
be critical

•

Regulations are not the only means to push industry good
practices

•

Voluntary standardization is a key driver in most developed
countries, the market makes the good practices compulsory
not government

•

Governments and industry associations call regularly on BSI
to test their Industry

•

Organization can benefit/demonstrate leadership using

•

Be in a position where you are able to tell your supply chain
story

who is Bsi?

BSI was established by Royal Charter in 1901 as the world’s
first National Standards body. It now has 70,000 clients in
150 countries, 65 offices worldwide and three regional hubs
– in the UK, USA and Hong Kong. It’s focused on standards
development, training and certification activities designed
to improve performance, manage risk, reduce cost and
enable sustainable growth. BSI looks after global key account
management, facilitating governance, risk and compliance,
certifying and verifying global supplies, and stimulating
international trade. BSI’s end-to-end solutions, based on the
catchwords: shape, share, embed, assess and support in “Making
Excellence a Habit”.
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2014 NTCA laDies lunCh
There is no doubt that NTCA Ladies Day has become an integral part of the NTCA annual conference
program. Ladies Day is a highly anticipated event and always booked out many weeks in advance.
the 2014 Ladies Day commenced with the ever popular
private viewings at the Paspaley and di CROCO boutiques in
Darwin city where the ladies sipped French champagne whilst
admiring the new collections and hearing about the pearl and
salt water crocodile industries first-hand.
Then we moved over to Northern Territory Government House
where we were treated to a special reception hosted by Her
Honour the Honourable Sally Thomas AC, Administrator of
the Northern Territory. Her Honour is a great friend to our
industry and we were thrilled to be invited to her residence and
to experience the historical building in all its glory.
Next the ladies gathered at Quintessence on The Avenue, one
of Darwin’s newest venues where we enjoyed canapés with Pol
Roger Champagne and Lychee Martinis before lunch, courtesy
of Northern Stockwater. The room was filled with bright yellow
flowers upon long white tables accompanied by Tiffany chairs.
Each guest received an exquisite di CROCO pendant and
other goodies from our generous sponsors. Door prizes were
incredible: $2,000 travel voucher, $1,900 pair of Paspaley earstuds, 3 x $1,000 Greenup Eidsvold Station bull vouchers and a
bag of Beautiful Books. The ambience was sensational with Max
Fredericks a local musician strumming away in the background
as old friends and new took the rare opportunity to catch up
and revitalise. Paspaley and AACo generously provided the Pearl
Meat and Beef for the luncheon.
Our enthralling guest speaker was the one and only, Australia’s
Most Travelled Woman, Catriona Rowntree. Catriona was
originally a city girl whose life changed completely when she
married Victorian farmer James Pettit in 2008 and swapped her
Jimmy Choo’s for RM Williams. Catriona is a besotted Mum
to two ‘cherubs’. She also designs a range of baby clothes for
Target, writes books and is a passionate advocate for Landcare,
Australian agriculture, women’s wellbeing and everything that’s
naturally beautiful. Catriona was a very entertaining speaker
and had us all in stitches of laughter! Catriona’s second book “A

Grandmother’s Wisdom” was available for sale on the day and
was a fitting memento of a fabulous day.
We also heard from Gary McPherson from MLA who
demonstrated how to dress a good old piece of rump into
several fancy cuts suitable for the finest dinner parties. Gary was
jovial and charming and was not upset about being the only
bloke to dine with the ladies.
Nicola Brien from NT Cancer Council spoke to us about The Big
Billy Boil, which is an extension of Australia’s Biggest Morning
Tea, helping to increase awareness of cancer prevention, the
importance of early detection and the services of the Cancer
Council NT across our vast community. Nicola organised a
Health Promotions Coordinator and a Cancer Support Nurse
to be present at the luncheon, both of whom came armed with
handouts of important information and provided opportunities
for the ladies to meet with them one on one. We raised over $900
for the NT Cancer Council at our luncheon.
Puma Energy arranged for a fun photo booth. There were
copious amounts of laughter coming from that corner of the
balcony as ladies young and not-so-young posed for the camera
using the props provided.
Jacynta Coffey and Candice Krebs were on hand to provide
advice on social media. They also offered to help set up tweet
and face book accounts.
We organised for Luke Bowen to drop in so we could present
him with a specially designed farewell card signed by us all.
There was a great deal of emotion in the room as everyone
present sincerely thanked Luke. There is no question he
understood and appreciated NTCA women and their industry
contributions. We will always be grateful for the hard work and
great achievements Luke made during his time at NTCA.
Thank you to our incredibly generous sponsors for making
2014 Ladies Day possible.
marie muldoon

thanKs to our laDies DaY sPonsors
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

1. Ladies at Government House 2. Michelle borg (Paspaley), Richard McLean (Paspaley), Gina Warriner (Paspaley), Cartiona Rowntree,
Mihalia Giallouris (Paspaley), Wendy Ma (Paspaley), Amber Stevens (Paspaley) 3. Lynette Ainsworth (di CRoCo), Catronia Rowntree ,
Heather brown (di CRoCo) , Ann (di CRoCo), Susan (di CRoCo) 4. Jessica beckhouse (CDu), Whitney Dollemore (DPI), Alison Haines
(CDu) 5. Georgia underwood (Riveren Station), Marie Muldoon (Group one), Catriona Rowntree 6. Mihalia Giallouris (Paspaley), Janice
Heaslip (bond Springs), Janet Chisholm (Napperby Station) 7. NTCA Ladies luncheon at Government House.
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2014 NTCA laDies lunCh

1.

2.

3.

5.

8.

4.

6.

7.

9.

1. Kimberley Rains (Georgina Pastoral) 2. Margot black (Early Storms), Joanna Farrell (Ebeneza Waters), Debbie Farrell (Ebeneza Waters)
3. Maria Townsend (Townsend Cattle), Gina Warriner (Paspaley) 4. Gary McPherson (MLA) 5. Katie Ryan 6. Tanya brooks (Lilla Creek)
7. Anne Stanes (Lyndavale Station) 8. Susan bower (Westpac Agri), Alana Johnson (RIRDC), 9. Pam Davis (Moroak), Janice Heaslip (bond
Springs), Terry underwood (NTCA Life Member), Val Dyer (Hayfield Station)
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Telephone: (08) 8984 4388

Email: sales@holeshotkawasaki.com Web: www.holeshotkawasaki.com

Mule utility Vehicles

teryx ruVs

AgriculturAl AtVs

2015 MULE PRO-FXT LE

TERYX 4 LE

BRUTE FORCE 750 4x4i EPS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• 800cc, V-Twin engine, fuel injected
• Electrically selectable 2WD/4WD +
differential lock
• High performance FOX suspension
• Electric power steering (EPS)
• LED headlights
• Fully integrated Roll Over
Protection Structure (ROPS)
• Also available in a 2-seater model

• 750cc, V-Twin engine, fuel injected
• Fully-enclosed wet multi-plate
rear braking system
• Electrically selectable 2WD/4WD,
plus variable differential lock
• Electric power steering (EPS)
• Fully independent suspension

3 cylinder, 812cc, fuel injected
Transforms from 3 to 6 person mode
Gas assisted tilting cargo bed
907kg towing capacity
Electric power steering (EPS)
Electrically selectable 2WD/4WD
Dual-mode rear differential system

Visit our new showroom, opening in November at 1 Miles Road, Berrimah
LMVD 395

Berrimah Business Park, directly opposite Harvey Norman

AUSTRALIAN GROWN
AUSTRALIAN OWNED
AUSTRALIA’S OWN
Established in 1988, Thomas Foods International is Australia’s largest 100% family-owned
meat-processing company – with our entire product bred, grown and processed in
Australia. As well as distributing our products throughout the domestic market,
we currently export Australia’s finest beef products to over 80 countries worldwide.
With a reputation that is without equal, Thomas Foods is accredited for USDA, EU,
Halal, CAAB and Organic products. With four processing facilities, as well as feedlots,
and backgrounding programs strategically located across Australia’s most productive
regions, we are able to offer our business partners competitive livestock prices fifty
two weeks of the year – with prompt payments within seven days.

For further information, contact:
Peter Bond – 0418 832 982 or peter.bond@thomasfoods.com
or your preferred agent:
Murray Bridge Office – 1800 443 929 www.thomasfoods.com

2014 NTCA laDies lunCh

1.

2.

3.

5.

4.

6.

8.

7.

9.

1. Sally Dyer (Hayfield Station), Kathy Dyer (Heli Muster NT), Robyn Peatling (Alexandria Station) 2. Audience listening to guest
speaker Catronia Rowntree 3. Emily Aliaga (Rb Sellars), Lucy Hurlstone 4. Tracey Hayes (NTCA Executive officer), Marie Muldoon
(Group one), Luke bowen (NTCA Executive Director), Terry underwood (NTCA Life Member), Catronia Rowntree, Gary McPherson
(MLA) 5. Her Honour The Honourable Sally Thomas AC 6. Kay Mcbean (bonalbo Station), Sally Sullivan (Cave Creek Station), Maria
Townsend (Townsend Cattle) 7. Margo black (Early Storms), Janine Hawkes (Careflight) 8. Val Dyer (Hayfield Station), Joanne Struber
(Rosewood Station), 9. Georgia underwood (Riveren Station), Anna Weir (Ammaroo Station), Anne Staines (Lyndavale Station), Margo
Nott (Alcoota Station)
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TWO LOCATIONS

relaxation guaranteed

From

129

$

per room, per night

includes accommodation, full buffet
breakfast, welcome drink on arrival,
free parking and daily newspaper

* lead in price and will vary on a daily seasonal basis, single or twin share, superior room - Mention this ad when booking to receive this offer

H BATTERIES, INVERTERS & CHARGERS
H 12 VOLT SOLAR GEAR & CAMPING
H LED LIGHTBARS
H TORCHES
H SPOTLIGHTS
H GENERATORS & FRIDGES
H SOLAR WATER PUMPING
... and
Alice Springs
08 8953 4377
8 Fogarty Street

heaps more!

Coolalinga
08 8983 1388

Yarrawonga
08 8983 4098

465 Stuart Highway

Yarrawonga Village

FOR STATION ORDERS: Please email us at darwin@outbackbatteries.com.au
or alicesprings@outbackbatteries.com.au

www.outbackbatteries.com.au
www.outbackbatteries.com.au

2014 NTCA AGM in PiCtures

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

1. Tracey Hayes (NTCA Executive officer), David Warriner (NTCA President), Luke bowen (NTCA Executive Director), Tracey Page
(NTCA office Manager), Ton Stockwell (NTCA CCA Representative) 2. Tacey Hayes (NTCA Executive officer) 3. Tanya brooks (Lilla
Creek Station), Donal Sullivan (Cave Creek Station), brad Ingliss (Sturt Plains Station), Stuart Austin (Mataraka Station), Sam Chisholm
(Napperby Station), Jess beckhouse (CDu), Trisha Cowley (DPIF) 4. David Horlock (bSI), Robert boschammer 5. Angas Rains, Cameron
Fulcher, George Scott 6. Dougall brett (Waterloo Station), Reg underwood (bunda Station, Michael underwood (Riveren Station) 7. Kay
& Ian Mcbean (bonalbo Station) 8. Sally Sullivan (Cave Creek Station), Irvan Prasetya (Indonesian Exchange Student) 9. John Staines,
Lyndavale Station 10. Hamish Lee-Warner (Camfield) 11. Rebecca Cadzow, Alice Greenup, Author “Educating Alice” 12. Sam Chisholm
(Napperby Station).
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BUFFALO FLY CONTROL

AC BACKRUBS

Have you got your IOR TAG yet?

ORDER ONLINE

Your IOR TAG gets you:

• Cattle treat themselves on demand in the paddock
• UV braided cord and HD galvanised chain
• Only the best product used
• Easy to install and relocate
• Mobile frames available

Weekly fuel pricing
24/7 access to Australia’s biggest network of regional
Diesel Stops including our sites at Katherine, Daly Waters
Alice Spings, Renner Springs and Tennant Creek
NO height or access restrictions for your vehicles
AdBlue available at selected sites including Katherine,
Cloncurry, Charters Towers, Winton and more
We also make bulk fuel deliveries, and rent fuel tanks and
mobile fuel trailers. Contact us to discuss your needs

DISTRIBUTORS FOR
• Organic Cattle Coat RTU • Organic Pony Coat RTU
• AC Backrub Oil

CONTACT
Keith 0400 012 838 Carol 0408 884 173
Fax (07) 5424 2460
Or visit our website www.buffaloflycontrol.com

Contact

John Fraser at our Katherine Depot

0427 722 555
(07) 3895 4444
Fuelling Regional Australia

www.ior.com.au

e

katherine@ior.com.au

TURN WILD CATTLE
INTO DOLLAR$
Use a PNEU-DART Tranquiliser Gun
The BEST available

For all
Tranquiliser Gun
& Dart Information,
contact:

Also available:
WESTERGUN Pole Syringe
& Dingo Traps

8-10 Stuart Tce, Alice Springs, NT

Ph: 02 6895 3336
Email: tony@wwildlifeanimalcapture.com
Web: www.wildlifeanimalcapture.com

2014 NTCA AGM in PiCtures

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

1. NTCA conference 2. Dannielle Doyle (Mittebah Station), Rebecca Cadzow (Mt Riddock Station), Jo Rule (Tipperary Station) 3. Amy
Abrahams (Livestock Exchange), Will Gell (Ridley), Anna Spear (Livestock Exchange) 4. Wayne Hull (MLA), Margo Nott (Alcoota Station),
Christopher Nott (Alcoota Staion, Alice Springs branch Chair) 5. Marty Doyle (Mittebah Station), Adrian brown (Northern Stockwater)
6. Dougal brett (Waterloo Station), Kym Sutherland (beachport Liquid Minerals), Graham Crowder (beachport Liquid Minerals), Chris
Sutherland (beachport Liquid Minerals) Colleen Tilley (beachport Liquid Minerals) 7. Alister Trier (CEo DPIF), Margo Andrea (RIRDC),
David Warriner (NTCA President) 8. Michael Johnson (AACo brunette Downs), Angus Mitchell (CPC Newcastle Waters, barkly branch
Chair), Tom Ryan (AACo Tipperary Station) 9. Trish Dunnicliff (beetaloo Station), John & Terry underwood (NTCA Life Members) 10.
Tracey Hayes (NTCA Executive officer), Roy Chisholm (Napperby Station), Luke bowen (NTCA Executive Director), Nigel Qualmann (Rural
bank), Paul Hutchinson (General Manager Rural bank) 12. Tracey Hayes (NTCA Executive officer), Matt bran (AbC Country Hour).
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2014 NTCA GALA DINNER in PiCtures

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

1. Gala dinner setting 2. Pre dinner drinks 3. Dinner guests 4. Terry underwood (NTCA Life Member), Janice Heaslip (bond Springs
Station) 5. John Dyer (NTCA Life Member) 6. ben Price (Comedian) 7. David Warriner (NTCA President), Hon Adam Giles (Chief Minister
NT), Tim McGavin (Laguna bay Pastoral Company) 8. Jacynta Coffey (Stapleton & Ausfuel Photo Comp winner) 9. Rachel & Alister Trier
(Chief Executive – DPIF), Alister Trier (CEo DPIF) 11. David Warriner (NTCA President), Luke bowen (NTCA Executive Director), Tracey
Hayes (NTCA Executive officer) 12. Grant and Janice Heaslip (bond Springs Station).
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2014 NTCA GALA DINNER in PiCtures

1.

2.

5.

4.

6.

3.

7.

8.

9.

10.

1. Nicole and ben Hayes (undoolya Station) 2. George Scott (MLA Director), Luke bowen (NTCA Executive Director) 3. Steven Anderson
(Maningrida), Dave Johnson (Robinson River) 4. Meg Hooton (Event Coordinator), Tracey Page (NTCA office Manager) 5. Paul
Zlotkowski, Neil MacDonald (DPI) Setve Petty (Northern Development) 6. brent Stevenson (Mt Sanford Station), Julie & Geoff Newton (Top
Saddlery) 7. Andy Gray (Territory Rural), barry Gerschwitz (Rabobank) 8. Genevieve McAulay (Rabobank), Nathan Wilson (Rabobank),
Trent McIndoe 9. Pieter Conradie (DPI), Tahnee Thompson (DLRM), Geraldine Lee (DLRM) 10. Chris Muldoon (Top End branch Chair)
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Prime Super is committed to providing employers with the
tools they need to make managing their super obligations simple.
Call your Regional Manager
Eddie Isaac on 0488 999 711 to
find out how we can help you.

Now incorporating

1800 675 839
www.primesuper.com.au
Call 1800 675 839 for a Product Disclosure Statement. Prime Super (ABN 60 562 335 823) is issued by Prime Super Pty Ltd (ABN 81 067 241 016, AFSL 219723).

HELP PROTECT OUR NATURAL GAS PIPELINES
Dial 1100 Before You Dig aaaaaaaaa
or contact APA Group on 1800 019 112
APA Group is Australia’s largest natural gas infrastructure business owning and / or operating

all of the natural gas pipelines in the Northern Territory.

16 Georgina Crescent, Palmerston NT 0830

Australia’s largest independent
property valuation practice
Over 60 office around Australia.
We provide trusted and local
independent valuations and advice on:
• Council assets
• Residential property
• Commercial property
• Industrial property
• Rural property in the Northern Territory
and the Ord/Kimberleys
Diretors
Terry Roth AAPI, CPV
Frank Peacocke AAPI, CPV
Will Johnson AAPI, CPV
Herron Todd White (Northern Territory) Pty Ltd
GPO Box 4247, Darwin NT 0801
t: 08 8941 4833
f: 08 8941 4855
e: admin.darwin@htw.com.au

htw.com.au

Ph: (08) 8924 8100

www.apa.com.au

INCORPORATING:

What we do
The RDA NT committee is made up of local people
developing local solutions to local issues. We develop
strategies, in partnership with service providers and
industry, to drive the sustainable development of our region.
Your input is welcomed, contact us and let us know what
the challenges and opportunities are in your part of the
Territory.
Kate Peake
eo@rdant.com.au
8941 7550

• Victoria River Downs Station
• Moolooloo Station
• Mt Sanford Station
• Pigeon Hole Station
• Flora Valley Station
• Birrindudu Station
MAJOR SUPPLIERS OF QUALITY CATTLE
FOR THE LIVE EXPORT INDUSTRY
PROUD SUPPORTERS OF THE
NT CATTLEMEN’S ASSOCIATION

All enquiries:

For more information go to...

www.rdant.com.au

Ph: (08) 8975 0795

Email: info@heytesburycattle.com.au

G&C Pastoral &
Mining Services Pty Ltd
and Tomlin Drilling
66 Smith Street, Alice Springs

Phone: 08 8952 2966
Fax: 08 8952 7017

Mobile: 0417 885 410

WATER & MINERAL DRILLING
• Pastoral
• Agricultural
• Mining
• Town Water Supplies

Email: gcpastoral@internode.on.net
or: murraytomlin4@bigpond.com

LIFE MEMbERSHIP FoR INDuSTRY STALWART
ross PeatlinG
Good evening Ladies and Gentlemen. I’ve been requested by our CEo to say a few words about a member
of our Association who is here with us tonight.
i reCKon he is a smart young chap as he is 20 years
younger than me but that still means he is almost a pensioner.
This bloke was raised in Childers in southern Queensland
and had virtually no bush background, his father being an
accountant. After attending Longreach Pastoral College
he joined Stanbroke Pastoral Company and worked his
way up through the ranks as jackeroo, head stockman and
ultimately managed Wandoola Station in the Gulf country
in Queensland.
He then headed back to NSW for a few years to become the
Twynam Pastoral Company’s livestock co-ordinator at Gunnee
Feedlot at Delungra. In 1991 he accepted the position of
manager of Alexandria Station on the Barkly Tablelands – yes,
I am talking of the early years of Ross Peatling’s life in the
cattle industry.

We are all aware that he and Robyn have managed Alexandria
for the past 23 years however you might not all be aware that in
his spare time he held the following positions.
He was on the committee of the Barkly Branch of the NTCA
from 93–95, he was chairman of that branch from 96–98,
President of the NTCA from 99–02 and our Cattle Council
delegate from 2002–2010.
Ross also developed probably the largest composite herd of
cattle in Australia and possibly the world and Robyn without
a doubt designed and managed by far the best butcher’s shop I
have seen on any station.
Because of his tireless loyalty to the cattle industry in the NT
and the NTCA it gives me great pleasure on behalf of members
to ask Ross to step forward and accept a certificate of Life
Membership of the Association.
ian mcBean (Bonalbo station)

ross Peatling (left) with ian mcBean (Bonalbo station)
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ALICE SPRINGS 2013/14 BranCh rePort

70% of QLD and 60% of NSW are bathing in dust and the
east and south of Alice Springs is still in a pickle. This has
the accumulative effect of driving down market prices and
generating record kills. The Government is advocating training
and the train of thought now is for producers to be “prepared”,
how long for? Will the markets be up or down? How much
of the rest of the country is dry? Can I get agistment? Has the
operation recovered from the last dry spell? Of course the holy
grail in preparedness is accurate weather forecasting. As far as I
can see the only real way to cope with a drought is with money
and heaps of it, cash is king. I still believe the policy makers
should be thinking about taxation measures and the expansion
of FMD schemes so that producers have the capacity to fend for
themselves. This doesn’t just include drought, it can include bad
Government decisions eg. the live export ban, floods, bushfires,
what if you’re in a dry spell and you were quarantined for a
disease problem eg BJD or whatever else the good lord wants to
throw at us.
It doesn’t matter what you do on the land, growing a crop,
chasing sheep, or picking grapes as sure as the sun comes up
there will be drought
“the more things change the more they stay the same”

I was looking at the Alice Springs pastoral industry survey and
the same constraints for the industry in 2004 are still the same
10 years later. They are cost of production, seasons, roads, and
ferals. Cost of production is an ongoing battle, but we can take
some consolation from the fact that Australian producers are
some of the most efficient in the world and the second lowest
only to New Zealand in support from Governments of the
OECD countries.
The seasons we cannot do much about except pray harder.
There has been good progress as far as controlling feral animal
populations with new policy on wild dog baiting and the camel
cull program. The problem with kangaroos remains and we
have to be keeping a watch on the rabbits. That leaves us with
roads, what a mess! 20 years ago the stock agents got around in
falcons and commodores, now they can’t keep 4 wheel drives
on the roads. That may say more about why we don’t have a
car industry!!!!! But I’m damn sure it has everything to do with
state of the roads. The NTCA needs to be more proactive in the
decision making process of prioritising road expenditure.

image anna weir

Drought. Tracey Hayes mentioned in her NFF report for 2012-13, we’re still without an appropriate drought
policy and with dust clouds on the horizon, well it’s a dust storm now, roll on 2014.

transport

The national heavy vehicle regulator came into force on the
10th February. NT trucks need to conform to the rules for the
NHVR but the NT did not sign up for the national driver fatigue
program. We thank the Government for letting common sense
prevail. Truck weights are still posing a problem in that we are
back weighing cattle trucks. The problem is the trucks are loaded
to the welfare transport standards then they are going over on the
drives but underweight through the rest of the trailers.
It beggars belief why the industry has to put up with the
atrocious conditions for cross loading cattle at Port Augusta.
What will it take for someone to take the problem seriously? Or
better still can we put some pressure on the SA Government to
allow a double B double configuration and we wouldn’t need to
cross load at all.
mining

There has been a lot of discussion on mining activities in the
Alice Springs region and one topic that keeps cropping up is
workable access agreements.
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image ross staines

It doesn’t matter what you do on the land,
growing a crop, chasing sheep, or picking
grapes as sure as the sun comes up there
will be drought

Some of the issues raised were: increased road traffic, road
degradation , weed spread/management, communication, water
use and monitoring
•

lack of procedures and regulation relating to issues once raised

•

lack of inspectors or regulator visits resulting in a “too late”
response

•

EIS occurs too late in the process

•

The NTCA has been very active with meetings with the
Territory Government and APPEA in negotiating access
agreements

Thank you to those people who made the effort to attend
meetings and have input in to those. Also special mention to
outgoing CEO Luke Bowen for his tireless work for the NTCA.
His parting gift from the Alice Springs branch was an esky full
of good flavoursome tender meat from the center, what could be
better than that!!!!!! Thank you to Tracey Hayes for her efforts as
ED, it certainly was good having the southern region represented
on the executive and Nicole Hayes for her support.

roe Creek

New guidelines were put in place for yard procedures and fit to
load criteria. Also there has been funding made available from
the Territory and Federal Governments to build new holding
yards and an over and under loading ramp

Christopher nott
ALICE SPRINGS CHAIR

Bushfires

Currently there is a review of the Bushfires Act
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NOTE: Due to printing deadlines, if conﬁrmation is not received by

Mustering
from the air
specialists
Mustering is our primary focus, providing property
owners and graziers a cost-effective management
tool which includes:
• Experienced local pilots with rural backgrounds
• Approachable personal attention to property
operations, procedures, strategies and method
• Adherence to safe aerial and ground practices
and regulations
• Flexible booking schedules
• Competitive hourly rates

Ph: 08 8941 6811
Fax: 08 8941 6822
Website:
www.outbackhelicopters.com.au
Email:
office@outbackhelicopters.com.au
Postal:
PO Box 37819, Winnellie NT 0821

A Uniting Church Co-educational Day & Boarding School
For Students In Years 7 to 12

then approval will be assum

CORRAL
LINE
CORRAL
LINE
PTY.
LIMITED
PTY. LIMITED
Incorporated
in Queensland
Incorporated in Queensland

WORLD WIDE LIVESTOCK CARRIERS
WORLD WIDE LIVESTOCK CARRIERS

WORLD-WIDE
WORLD-WIDE
LIVESTOCK
LIVESTOCK ON
TRANSPORTATION
TRANSPORTATION
ON
SPECIALLY
BUILT
SPECIALLY
BUILT
VESSELS
VESSELS
Southern Towers 5th Floor
Southern
TowersPlaza
5th Floor
Chatswood
Chatswood
Plaza
1 Railway Street
1 P.O.
Railway
Box Street
760
P.O. BoxNSW
7602067
Chatswood
Chatswood NSW 2067

Phone:
Phone: (02)
(02) 9411
9411 7966
7966
Fax: (02) 9411 8490
Fax: au@corralline.com
(02) 9411 8490
Email:
Email: au@corralline.com

C
C

A
A

50 Years of BoardingClient Approval – Fax back to (08) 8221 5601
Client Approval – Fax back to (08) 8221 5601
At St Philip’s College
Client:

Headmaster,
Client: Chris Tudor AM

invites
Authorised
by:

Authorised
by:
past &
present boarding
staff,
students & families to a

Join
kend of
e
e
W
A
the fun
rations
NTCA-Corral Line.indd 1
NTCA-Corral Line.indd 1

Celeb

2015

There’ll be lots of reminiscing,
music and heaps of fun activities.

Friday
13 March

Please forward this invitation
onto anyone who would like to
know about the reunion.

Saturday
14 March
Sunday
15 March

For more information please call
Franca (08) 8950 4577 or email:
franca.frederiksen@stphilips.nt.edu.au
Updates will be put on the St Philip’s Old Saints
Facebook page. Ask to be a ‘friend’ if you’re not already!

www.stphilips.nt.edu.au info@stphilips.nt.edu.au
(08) 8950 4511
A UNITING
CHURCH
CO-EDUCATIONAL
DAY SCHOOL
FOR STUDENTS
YEARS 7 TO 12
Schwarz
Crescent
POBOARDING
Box 33ANDAlice
Springs
NT IN0871

Date:

Date: Training Advisory
PITAC is the Primary Industries
Signature:
Council NT, a not for profit,
government funded service
for primary industries Signature:

PITAC
• Supports primary industry with training and
workforce development needs
• Provides industry input to government and training
providers
• Promotes primary industry employment and training
PITAC can assist with developing training and career
pathways for those new to the industry or workers
wanting to improve or update their skills

PITAC can assist with training enquiries
• Sourcing training information from registered training
providers
• Linking primary producers to possible funding
opportunities
• Providing information on apprenticeships

Phone 08 8981 0055
www.pitac.org.au
Email: eo@pitac.org.au

bARKLY 2013/14 BranCh rePort
The 2013-14 year was one of contrasts. The “wet” season yielded almost nothing in the way of significant
rainfall allowing drought to dominate the mindset of NTCA’s barkly membership for much of the year.

however, the arrival of February saw large parts of the
region inundated with water, and the first flooding event of
note in several years had occurred. It was a long time “between
drinks” for many producers, and the rains were very welcome
indeed.

Branch Chair Angus Mitchell will be relocating in the coming
months, and will be stepping down from his role as Chair for
the coming year. The NTCA thanks Angus for his work with
the Barkly Branch and also his service as a member of the
Executive.
The members of the NTCA Barkly Branch wish everyone all the
very best for 2014.

image anna weir

The year also saw significant change amongst its people. The
Barkly farewelled Ross and Robyn Peatling, of Alexandria, who
are retiring to Qld after many years of service to not only the
Barkly Branch, but also the NTCA Executive and the industry
in general. The Branch extends its thanks and best wishes to
Ross and Robyn for their future.

The Barkly members also expressed their thanks to Executive
Director Luke Bowen, who will depart the NTCA for a new
role. Members noted Luke’s outstanding service to the NTCA
in working for a brighter future.
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KATHERINE 2013/14 BranCh rePort
Welcome and Good afternoon Members: Another year has rolled past and in most circumstances another
tough year caused by market uncertainty, poor weather patterns and a mired of suffocating regulations
which are attached to all actions undertaken in the station environment.

Preferably I would like to believe that on the whole punters in
the pastoral industry are optimist, even if they refuse to admit
it. Anyone who can regularly get up off the canvas and continue
on in some fashion, in an industry that we are all passionate
about, must be an optimist. A positive way to look at 2013 is; it
has been another year of progress on the road to recovery. Let’s
not be delusional; individuals and families have suffered in the
face of adversity but I genuinely believe that the industry has
turned the corner with the belief that we will see some sort of
normalisation in the Indonesian live export trade.
The reason for optimism is simple. We, like many industries,
face an often complex conglomeration of issues which have been
documented on many occasions. These issues will slide up and
down the ladder of importance as priorities change. There is one
obvious factor which is; we need access to a consistent market.
Once we can source a continuous destination for our product
then we will be in a position to target the side issues, which
pooled together have the ability to erode the bottom line. So if
the general consensus, that being a greater demand for our cattle
in 2014, is correct then we as an industry are on the way up.
I believe this industry will always rise from the ashes of adversity
and that we will be able to lobby and negotiate our way into
a position of strength. So outside of ensuring a strong market
for our product I feel that the next big issue is possibly within
our organisation. We have been fortunate in many regards
that the NTCA has enjoyed recognition at both a local, federal
and international level. We as members should be proud of
the fact that the NTCA is held in such high esteem, with a
profile far beyond what could be expected of a relatively small
organisation.
However as a result of this greater profile, and the ability
to punch above our weight, we continue to stretch on our
relatively meagre human resources. I believe that if we are
to maintain a high profile and continue to manage our core
business, at a grass roots level, then we will need to utilise
our branch committees more effectively. This will not only
spread the workload but also develop the skill sets of our
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so it would be tempting to concentrate on the negatives of
continuously navigating our way through the same issues, year
in year out. It would be easy to type a few lines under the same
titles as years gone by but I will resist. We are all well aware of
the challenges which we face on a daily basis.

future executive members. We have strong and committed
membership the envy of many organisation and as such we
must ensure that there is never any risk of disconnect.
This is not to say that members have grown frustrated or that
we have derailed in any way but more of an acceptance that
the rules of engagement have changed. Excellent programs
such as Real Jobs and hosting students from Indonesia enhance
the reputation of the NTCA and are very important; however
we must understand that they take time and commitment. As
does the involvement of the NTCA across a broad range of
committees and focus groups.
So to continue the theme the of internal development I implore
members to encourage youth to attend the meetings, for as
stated earlier we need to expose people to the benefits of being an
active member in our organisation. Also I ask members to attend
meetings where possible and inject ideas into the association. We
are only as strong as our membership and while I believe we have
a strong base let us, as members ensure that this continues. To use
the quote “none of us is as smart as all of us”
As we move forward the challenge to produce a quality product
in an ever changing climate will continue. We must embrace
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As we move forward the challenge to
produce a quality product in an ever
changing climate will continue. We must
embrace technology and research but
never forget the lessons of the past.

technology and research but never forget the lessons of the past.
Most importantly we must continue to develop and support the
people in our industry in all aspects, because without people we
don’t have an industry.
In closing I would once again like to thank Luke for his efforts
over not only this year but during his time with the NTCA.
Of course as all productive teams know an organisation is only
as effective as those who operate within it. So I would like to
acknowledge the efforts of all involved in the offices, Real Jobs
program and the Indonesian program. I would like to thank
Cameron and Anthony for their support at an executive level
this year.
Finally I would like to thank the members for your
contribution, direction and knowledge.
Thankyou.

Jack andrews
KATHERINE CHAIR
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ToP END 2013/14 BranCh rePort
Firstly I’d like to apologise for not being able to attend the last Top End branch meeting for the year as
Chairman.

i woulD like to thank Markus Rathsmann our Vice Chairman
for adjudicating the meeting in my absence and for his valuable
contribution to the Top End Branch and the Executive.
Our alternate Colin Deveraux does a lot of work behind the
scenes including hosting station visits which provides a snap shot
of life on the land in the Territory to illustrate the challenges faced
by producers in the Top End.
I’d like to acknowledge the outstanding contribution Luke
Bowen our Executive Director has made during his tenure at
the helm of NTCA. Luke has taken NTCA to a whole new level
and we are now recognised as one of the strongest State Farming
Organisations in the country due to Luke’s ability to sell our story
and lobby strongly on our behalf.
NTCA President David Warriner, as have many before him,
continues to give an enormous amount of time to the association.
David along with Executive Officer Tracey Hayes and Office
Manager Tracey Page ensure the Association continues to provide
its core functions to members.
If you stay in Agriculture long enough you learn to endure the
challenges thrown at you. 2013 proved to be another challenging
year with:

If the above is any indication 2014 is
shaping up to be a good year for all. The
current cattle prices we are receiving are
at all time highs. However I can recall in
2000 selling a mob of steers for 215ckg
and it has taken 14 years for this to be
surpassed.

which are out of our control. The NTCA must continue to lobby
hard against costs attributed to red tape and bureaucracy which
continue to diminish our bottom line.
I look forward to the Leadership Development Program being
initiated this year to encourage the under 35’s to put their hands
up to be future leaders of the NTCA and or sit on the Executive.
I’m sure there are plenty of over 35’s who can also make a great
contribution to the NTCA and the Association would like to see
them to put their hand up to take on positions at the Branch and
Executive level.

•

Limited demand from Indonesia

•

Subdued cattle prices

•

Dry seasonal conditions

In closing I would like to thank everyone who attended our Top
End Branch meetings over the past year including our sponsors
who help ensure the NTCA continues to provide benefit to its
members.

•

Uncertainty within some of our peak lobby groups

Wishing you all a great 2014.

•

Federal Election, to name a few

It’s also important to focus on the positives of which there are
many:
•

Live Export activity is at a high and prices have risen in
accordance

•

Both feeder and slaughter cattle are in demand

•

Seasonal conditions are looking positive

•

Federal Agriculture Minister is pro live export

•

AA Co Meatworks due to open in 2014

If the above is any indication 2014 is shaping up to be a good
year for all. The current cattle prices we are receiving are at all
time highs. However I can recall in 2000 selling a mob of steers
for 215ckg and it has taken 14 years for this to be surpassed.
Input costs have risen substantially over this period some of

Chris muldoon
ToP END CHAIR
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INDIGENouS ProGram
The Northern Territory Cattlemen’s Association is a partner in the Indigenous Pastoral Program (IPP), a 10 year
partnership directed and driven by Indigenous landholders to achieve their pastoral industry aspirations.

iPP is a multi-agency land and business support Program,
focused on the sustainable management of Indigenous held
land though the development and implementation of pastoral
business and property management plans, Natural Resources
Audits, natural resource management activities, infrastructure
development, pastoral extension delivery as well as supporting
training to increase Indigenous employment and pastoral
enterprise viability. In 2013 the NTCA and partners provided
a range of support services to the 15 Indigenous pastoral
enterprises that have a total annual cattle turnoff of nearly
25,000 head and revenue of $13.457 million.
Whilst developing the northern pastoral lands is an IPP priority,
landholders and IPP partners believe that sound natural
resource management underpins the successful development
and implementation of pastoral business. Landholders support
planning for the sustainable management of their land and
have embraced the IPP’s development of Natural Resource
Audits (NRA). In summary NRA’s are scientific assessments
of the natural resources occurring on a particular area utilised
for grazing livestock. The IPP has completed 8 NRA’s and
commenced the final 3 on property NRA field work activities
over the past 12 months.
This year the IPP has also assisted three enterprises to negotiate
10 year grazing licenses resulting with an increase of 9,000
head on Aboriginal land. Whilst the increase in cattle numbers
is a significant achievement the IPP has remained focused on
training to enable deployment of industry best practice skills
on Indigenous pastoral enterprises. The annual Indigenous
Cattlemen Workshop coordinated by the IPP in November
2013 focused on soil conservation and accredited heavy earth
moving equipment training for 12 landholders representing
4 IPP properties. Further to the November Workshop the
so called “Don’t Rattle the Cattle’ Cattlemen’s Workshop
held at Robinson River in May 2014 focused on accredited
livestock management units from Certificate II in Agriculture.
Participants enjoyed the on property training experience that
successfully provided training that increased participants
understanding of their animal welfare and husbandry
requirements and responsibilities.
The Pastoral Futures Program (PFP), is the latest innovation
from the successful IPP. The PFP was launched in 2014 after it
became clear there was a “gap” when many Indigenous students
leave school and when they commence employment in the

Building pastoral infrastructure on aboriginal land in northern
australia; whilst increasing aboriginal participation and
recognition in the pastoral industry are priorities for iPP
partners. Photo mark Ford northern land Council.

NTCA Pastoral Real Jobs Programs, which takes youngsters
when they are 17 or 18 and puts them through an intensive
program before finding them employment on commercial
cattle stations. The PFP is a partnership between the Territory
Government’s Education Department, the NTCA, ILC and the
CLC. There are so few employment opportunities in remote
parts of the Territory, as a result it the PFP strives to provide
a clear line of sight to well-paid, prestigious work on the
land. Students, who are obliged to complete their high school
certificate, are identified as future employees in year 9 or 10.
The youngsters study for a Certificate I in Agrifood Operations
and gain structured work placement through a training program
organised through NTCA.

tony Freshwater
IPP PRoGRAM MANAGER
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INDoNESIA AuSTRALIA Pastoral stuDent
ProGram
This report was current at the time of writing this annual report in Sept 2014.

in 2012 the NTCA commenced a program to bring animal
husbandry students from Indonesian universities to the Northern
Territory to train and experience the northern cattle industry.
Initially working with two Javanese universities (Brawijaya
& Padjadjaran) it involved 8 students (2 female and 6 male)
working on stations in the Katherine and Victoria River Districts
of the NT. The program also involved a return 2 week trip to
Indonesia by host station staff to visit the farms, communities and
universities of the students and to make formal presentations to
NGO and government officers involved in the program.
Following success of the 2012 program the 2013 Program was
expanded to 16 students from five universities.
The 2014 program commenced with a socialisation and a
selection program across 10 universities in January. Drawing from
universities in Java, Samatra, Lombok, Sulawesi and West Timor,
the students were selected against a range of criteria developed
as a result of the evaluation of the 2012 & 2013 programs,
including the feedback from students and stations. The program
formally commenced with a four day introduction to Australian
cattle at an Indonesian feedlot prior to arrival in Darwin on April
28. Students underwent a formal induction to Australia, the NT
and the wider beef cattle sector at the NTCA office in Darwin
followed by a welcome and briefing at the Indonesian consulate.

Students were then relocated to Katherine Rural College
(Charles Darwin University) for the 2 week intensive training
and induction program prior to the 6 week station placement.
Students returned to the Katherine Rural College (3 days) for
completion of training assessment, signoff and presentation
dinner and ceremony. Students travelled to Darwin for a final
3 day program including the formal evaluation, presentation
ceremony evening at the Indonesian Consulate with the final
departure for Indonesia on June 27.
The final and very important stage of the program is the return
to Indonesia of host station staff and management for a 10 day
program to round out the exchange of cultural understanding,
to reconnect with students, to meet Indonesian producers and
to tour Indonesian industry facilities. This has proven to be a
highlight of the program over the past 3 years.
The value of the program has continued to expand with many
of the Indonesian graduates now working in industry and
government in Indonesia, in jobs they would never have been
considered for were it not for their involvement in the program.
The relationships and opportunities created through this
innovative program have exceeded all expectations and auger well
for the long term relationship between our two countries.
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2.

3.

4.

5.

1. Yusuf and Yaya (Indonesian exchange students), Michelle, Garry and Tahlia Riggs (Lakefield Station) Aulia and Randa (Indonesian
exchange students) 2. Students in training and Charles Darwin university 3. Students enjoy a day canoeing at Katherine Gorge 4.Febrina
and Ferdi (Indonesian exchange students) at Pigeon Hole Station 5. Cave Creek Station farewell dinner for students Yusuf and Yaya.
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boHNING YARD ALICE SPRINGS rePort
The 2013/14 year has been another busy one for the NTCA’s bohning Yard complex in Alice Springs, with
strong livestock turnover, consistent use as a training facility, and significant upgrades to the yard itself.

there have been positive changes to not only the facility, but
also its management. Noel Cuffe commenced as Operations
Manager of the Bohning Yards in December. Noel came to Alice
Springs after fulfilling the role of NTCA Field Officer in the Real
Jobs Program in Katherine with great success. Having spent the
majority of his working life in the Northern Territory pastoral
industry, his skills and experience have been a welcome addition
to the yard’s operations.
A total of 33,504 head of cattle passed through the yards for the
year, including the Annual Alice Springs Show 2013 Sale, which
drew a yarding in excess of 2000 head.
Analysis of the destinations saw 40% bound for meatworks
in South Australia and Victoria, 40% passing through from
property-to-property in both the NT and Queensland, and 20%
headed North to live export.
Interestingly, a diverse range of other livestock also passed
through the yards, showcasing the complex’s versatility. These
included:
• A consignment of camels bound for Broome’s Cable Beach as
tourist mounts,
•

Buffalo from Darwin en route to a breeding programme in
Victoria, and

•

Donkeys destined for Queensland to protect sheep flocks from
the increasing wild dog problem.

The Ramp Upgrade project is progressing well, with works due
to begin in the 2014/15 year. The project involves replacing the
original cement ramps with two new, state-of-the-art, doubledeck ramps designed by Pro-Way.
The complex once again successfully hosted a range of training
and education workshops and programs for school children of
varying ages. The training, which included a program for schoolleavers, focused on animal welfare practices, horse and cattle
handling skills, motorbike training, and OH&S education. Yirara
College students undertook work experience at the facility on a
weekly basis.
In other staff changes, Damien Ryder, a long-time and valued
team member, moved on in December to pursue an opportunity
as a youth worker and life skills coach and mentor to Indigenous
children. The NTCA thanks Damien for his dedication at the
yards, and wishes him well for the future.
Jason Craigie and Cody Le Rossignol are continuing Damien’s
good work as the core team at the Bohning Yards.
In 2014/15 Noel “hopes are to maintain the standard of service
that has been provided in the past and hopefully I can build on
that service and increase cattle numbers through the yards.”

A significant maintenance program is being undertaken
(between consignments) to replace many of the posts that have
rusted off at the base, along with damaged and worn rails and
gates. Construction of a shed has begun to provide storage for
machinery, equipment, and also to house a small workshop.

noel Cuffe
MANAGER RoE CREEK
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CARE. CUSTOMER. COMMUNITY.

Established in 1973, Australian Rural Exports Pty Ltd
(AUSTREX) is a leading Australian exporter of
Livestock, forging a strong reputation internationally for
integrity, quality and reliability.
AUSTREX has a long and recognised history in
exporting beef cattle (both for breeding and fattening),
dairy cattle and other classes of livestock.
AUSTREX will continue to focus on ensuring that all
livestock it exports are managed according to (at a
minimum) World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE)
standards.
AUSTREX continues to invest in the expansion and
development of sustainable markets for Northern
Territory cattle.

FAWCETT CATTLE COMPANY

BARKLY TRANSPORT
FAWCETT CONTRACTING
Specialising in:

Livestock and Bulk Haulage

AUSTREX proudly supports The Northern Territory
Cattleman’s Association and its members

Lot 196, Coach Road
Adelaide River NT 0846

All enquiries welcome:

Ph: 08 8976 7040 Fax: 08 8976 7090
E: fawcettcontracting@bigpond.com

Steve Grose 0418 892 228
Warrick Barrett 0428 186 064

Mobile: 0418 897 743 – Tom (Director)
Mobile: 0418 895 625 – Jed (General Manager)
Mobile: 0408 389 455 – Zipper (Cattle Manager)
Mobile: 0488 134 090 – Nathan (Earth Manager)

www.austrex.com.au
07 3041 2800

Email: austrex@austrex.com.au
AUSTREX, Established 1973

The Centralian Land
Management Association (CLMA)
is the pastoral industry’s
Landcare group in central
Australia. It was formed in 1988
by a group of local pastoralists.
The aim of the group is to
promote land management
practices that will ensure the
sustainable and productive use
of pastoral lands.
The CLMA assists its members
with:

Leichardt Tce,
PO Box 2534
Alice Springs
NT 0871
08 8953 4230
clma@clma.com.au
www.clma.com.au

· Ecosystem Management
Understanding (E.M.U™).
E.M.U which assists land
managers to read landscape
processes, condition and
change
· Assistance with natural
resource management
and advice including soil
conservation, monitoring,
weed management, feral
animal control, 1080 baiting
· Ongoing support of Desert
Poppies women’s network
· Advocacy at a state and
national level

Assisting NT cattlemen with
FREE, INDEPENDENT and
CONFIDENTIAL support and
business analysis
INCORPORATING RURAL
FINANCIAL COUNSELLING
SERVICE SA/NT

'RBS helped us get clarity on
what we do and where to go
and they supported us in
dealing with our bank'
- RBS Client Survey

Flexible appointments at
the Darwin or Katherine oﬃces
or on your property by arrangement
Support services include:
• business analysis including long term cash flow and viability
• identifying various business scenarios
• meeting with lenders and financial institutions
• referrals to a range of professional service providers
• preparing for succession planning
• identifying government assistance eligibility
SUPPORTED BY THE AUSTRALIAN AND NORTHERN TERRITORY GOVERNMENTS

Freecall 1800 836 211 | Charlie Goode 0418 850 251
www.ruralbusinesssupport.org.au

VALE nurenDro triKesowo
Nurendro Trikesowo was widely known in the Indonesian trade and by many Australian colleagues by the
term of respectful affection, Pak Nur.

memBers of NTCA acknowledge and appreciate the hard
work, passion, commitment and friendship of this giant of
industry.
Nurendro Trikesowo was from central Java city of Solo, where
his family was involved in various agricultural businesses.
From his career beginnings, Nurendro realised that cattle
could be successfully raised on the bi products from these
family properties. Subsequently he undertook an exchange
programme in central Queensland in the mid 1970’s – a most
unusual occurrence in that era. Nurendro talked often about his
jackarooing experiences and associated challenges, including his
new diet of beef and potatoes, potatoes and beef. After just two
months of employment, the station manager included Nurendro
on his journey to a Rockhampton bull sale. The motel breakfast
menu offered “RICE”, much to the excitement of Nurendro who
immediately ordered four servings with soy sauce. A confused
waitress eventually returned with a tray holding a bottle of well
used Worcestershire Sauce beside four bowls of rice bubbles
floating in milk. This was one of his favourite stories.
On his return from Queensland to Indonesia, Nurendro
commenced the development of small scale feedlots mainly
feeding local cattle. The need to source greater numbers and

better genetics saw Nurendro back in Australia in the mid 1980s
in his capacity as President Director of PT Kariyana. It was
then he met Allan Woods, Chairman of NTLEA and owner of
the North Australian Cattle Company (NACC), and these two
industry innovators quickly developed a dynamic friendship.
During the following ten years, Nurendro not only increased
the capacity within the Kariayana feedlots, but also worked with
other feedlotters to follow his example in importing Australian
feeder cattle.
Nurendro acted exclusively as the agent for Elders and the
North Australia Cattle Company from 1985 until 2011,
establishing PT Elders Indonesia in September 2000. He sat as
a director of the company from launch until 2004, and then as
Komisaris until 2012.
After the 1998 Asian Crisis the Indonesian trade wound down.
By organising custom feeding programmes at various vacant
feedlots, Nurendro managed to keep ships moving for NACC.
The visionary Nurendro looked beyond keeping the trade going
to staff employment and maintenance of infrastructure, to
ensure that when the economy recovered Indonesia was ready to
respond. Post financial crisis, Indonesia did indeed re-establish
itself as the major destination for live export.

speakers at 11th ntCa aGm and live export seminar held in conjunction with ntlea in Katherine on 12th may 1995. (l-r) the
late sid Parker; John underwood am; Dicky adiwoso; the late nurendro trikesowo; Yudi Guntara noor; Dr richard trivett.
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Stevedoring
Australia’s largest stevedore since 1919

24
365

Proudly supporting the Northern Territory livestock export industry with
fully-trained and efficient vessel loading through the Port of Darwin

HOURS A DAY,

CONTACT US AT:
Patrick Stevedoring East Arm Port, Berrimah Road, Berrimah NT 0828
Ph (08) 8984 4701 | darwinops@patrick.com.au | www.patrick.com.au

DAYS A YEAR

Holiday v Corporate v Luxury v Award Winning v Executive v Short Term

www.morethanaroom.com.au

Low Ecological Services
The Territory’s Own Environmental Consultancy
We offer an innovative, economic and common sense approach
to a wide range of environmental projects, from regulatory
approvals to ongoing monitoring regimes. We have the knowledge,
experience and expertise to efficiently get the job done.
Environmental Flora & Fauna Surveys; Environmental Impact Assessments,
NOI, EIS, Compliance Audits; Land Rehabilitation; Mining Petroieum EMPs
and Rehabilitiation Planning; Pollution Auditing, Remediation and Monitoring.

PO Box 3130, Alice Springs NT 0871

Ph: (08) 89 555 222 Fax: (08) 89 555 722
Low Ecological

Email: LowEcol@LowEcol.com.au
Web: www.LowEcol.com.au

IBIS STYLES KATHERINE
Stuart Highway, Katherine NT 0850
Phone: 8972 1744 Fax: 08 8972 2790
Email: h3112-re01@accor.com
www.accorhotels.com

The Ibis Styles Katherine is located near the Katherine Town
Centre and offers 100 comfortable rooms, a restaurant, bar,
pool, tennis court, BBQ area and function room.
Nearby attractions include Nitmiluk Katherine
Gorge, Cutta Cutta Caves, Mataranka Springs,
Edith Falls and historic Springvale Homestead,
with guided day tours on offer such as
canoeing, crocodile spotting, bushwalking and
scenic flights. The hotel room rate includes
free Continental Breakfast and 15 minutes free
Internet access.

0418 616 888

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY NT INC

IN SUPPORT OF THE
NT CATTLEMEN’S ASSOCIATION
Showcasing Northern Territory cattle
at the annual Royal Darwin Show

July 23rd, 24th & 25th 2015
“CELEBRATING 64 YEARS”
www.darwinshow.com.au 08 8984 3091

SOUTHERN CROSS
DARWIN
FOR IRRIGATION, SUBMERSIBLE & SOLAR
PUMPS, AUSSIE PRESSURE CLEANERS

CALL NOW!

8932 2022

Fax: 8932 2721

Email: scross@octa4.net.au
www.southerncrossdarwin.com.au
870, 11 Mile Stuart Highway, Pinelands 0829

VALE - NuRENDRo TRIKESoWo CoNTINuED

Pak Nur was respected by many as the father of the Indonesian
feedlot industry as he mentored many of the current feedlotters
in their early forays into feedlotting. As one of the founders
and long time chair of APFINDO, the Indonesian Cattle
Raisers’ Association, Nurendro was very much involved in
promoting live export at all levels of governments in Indonesia
and Australia. Apart from speaking on behalf of the Indonesian
industry at our live export conferences and gatherings,
Nurendro would often coordinate itineraries for visiting
Australian delegations to Indonesia. He worked closely in an
agency capacity with both Indonesian importers and Australian
exporters in cultivating the early cattle trade. Nurendro was also
associated with early Australian efforts to import and install
restraining boxes in Indonesian abattoirs.
Today there are strong similarities between Nurendro’s
Queensland experiences all those years ago and the current
NTCA exchange programme facilitating Indonesian students
to regularly gain experience on our Northern Territory cattle
stations.
Whilst officially retired from his import/export agency business
in recent years, Pak Nurendro maintained close contact with
stakeholders in both countries. He continued to run his own
small breeding cattle nucleus bought from Australia.

From Geoffrey Beere: “Thank you to Pak Nurendro’s family and
friends. I would like to add that Pak Nurendro demonstrated to
me in Sulawesi how he as a youth was part of an industry that
travelled Sulawesi and purchased Ongal young bulls, held them
at Port feedlots, from there they were shipped to Jakarta for
feeding and slaughter. He also supported preslaughter stunning
at a company abattoir. A voice and a laugh to remember.”
From John and Terry Underwood: “Nurendro was an
inspirational person at our NTCA functions and when we
visited Indonesia our knowledgeable friend interacted with us.
One special memory was our unexpected encounter with Pak
Nuredro in the aisle of a domestic flight thousands of feet above
the land where our cattle grazed contentedly. There were always
many common issues to discuss irrespective of our meeting
location.”
terry underwood oam
5 August 2014

image Fiona lester

Even though Pak Nurendro had some health issues over the past
two years, his passing came as a surprise to many in Australia
and Indonesia. Nurendro is survived by his wife, son and
daughter.

From Greg Pankhurst, long time cattle importer and lotfeeder
from Juang Jaya feedlots: “Pak Nur was a statesman of the
Indonesian live import business. I remember meeting him
in the early 1990s when he was with Kariyana. As a young
Australian operating in a foreign country, he was always
willing to be my sounding board for the many challenges and
unfamiliar circumstances that I encountered in my early years
in Indonesia. Pak Nurendro was highly respected amongst his
peers in Indonesia and Australia, and it was common for the
matters he raised to be sorted first at any round table event or
discussion. He will be greatly missed.”
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SAFETY IS EVERYoNE’S buSINESS
that’s the KeY messaGe
The Northern Territory cattle industry is the focus of a work health and safety campaign that commenced in
May 2014.
nt worKsaFe officers are visiting cattle stations across
the Territory, providing information and assistance to cattle
station owners and workers to help them to understand their
responsibilities under the Work Health and Safety (National
Uniform Legislation) Act 2011 and Regulations to provide a safe
workplace so far as is reasonably practicable.
The officers provide:
•

information to raise awareness of WHS operational roles
and responsibilities of the station owner, station managers,
supervisors, workers and contractors

•

information on safety inductions for new workers and
contractors

•

information on conducting risk assessments on workplace
hazards including farm machinery and equipment.

The stations already visited have demonstrated an awareness
and commitment to work health and safety. NT WorkSafe has
produced a short documentary that provides a snapshot on the
views of two station managers on the hazards facing the industry
in the Territory and their interaction with NT WorkSafe during
the campaign. The documentary is available on the NT WorkSafe
website and featured nationally as part of Safe Work Australia
Month.

Work Health and Safety
is everyone’s business

NT WorkSafe will be contacting cattle stations in the Barkly and
Central Australia regions to participate in the campaign during
2015.

NT WorkSafe provides advice and information to
assist businesses in making their workplace safe.

Northern Territory workers compensation statistics shows that
between 2009 and 2013, there were 792 workplaces incidents
which resulted in a claim in the cattle industry, with claims
totalling $24,443,733 over the five-year period.

If you would like support to understand your
obligations under Work Health and Safety, Dangerous
Goods, Electrical Safety or Workers Rehabilitation
and Compensation, contact NT WorkSafe.

The top three causes of a workplace incident were, being hit by an
animal (28.9% of claims), falls from a height (25.1% of claims)
and vehicle incident (16.5% of claims).

More information

Safe workplaces are in everyone’s interest.

• General enquiries and incident noti¿cation*
1800 019 115
• Workers compensation 1800 250 713
• Dangerous Goods and High Risk Licences or
WhiteCards 1800 193 111

For additional information or to participate
in the campaign call 1800 019 115 or visit
www.worksafe.nt.gov.au

*Incident noti¿cations can be made 24 hours a dayy including
g Public Holidays.
y
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NO MATTER WHERE YOU ARE

YOU CAN RELY ON

HONDA POWER
EU20i
Up to 15 hours continuous operation
Whisper-quiet operation from 53dB (A)
The industry flagship

EM50is
Maximum output 5000W/240 volt AC
Better than commercial quality
electricity
Quiet operation at 67dB(A)

WT20
Portable 2” trash pump
Maximum total head 30m
Maximum suction head 8m
Delivers 650L/min capacity

EU30iu HANDY
Easy use handle & high mobility tyres
Ultra quiet operation
35kg and easy to transport – take it
almost anywhere!

WX10
Economical 1” volume pump
Maximum total head 36m
Maximum suction head 8m
Delivers 140L/min capacity

GX MINI 4-Stroke
Five to choose from, including
25cc and 35cc variations
Fully inclinable OHC engine

EG3600CX
Maximum output 3600W/240 volt AC
Extended operating time with large
capacity 25 litre fuel tank and gauge
Lightweight 71kg

WX15
Economical 1.5” volume pump
Maximum total head 40m
Maximum suction head 8m
Delivers 240L/min capacity

GC & GCV SERIES
Three to choose from
Horizontal and vertical shaft available
OHC domestic engine

Call 1300 1 HONDA for specialist Honda dealers
powerequipment.honda.com.au
Not all products are available from every Honda dealer. Honda MPE reserves the right to change models, specifications and price without notice.
*4-year warranty on featured generators. Domestic use only. Full terms and conditions available at authorised Honda dealerships.

EG5500CX
Fully welded steel frame
The ultimate industrial generator
AC/DC circuit breakers for added
protection

WB20
Portable 2” volume pump
Maximum total head 32m
Maximum suction head 8m
Delivers 600L/min capacity

GX SERIES
Over seventy to choose from
Horizontal shaft
OHV commercial engine

Protecting your livelihood

Proud partner of:
DARWIN

HERINE
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A solid foundation for growth.
OAMPS Insurance Brokers has been shaped from humble beginnings into an
organisation of strength and stability. We remain mindful of our roots and
understand that every business needs a solid foundation to shape their future.
As a proud partner of the Northern Territory’s Cattlemans Association, OAMPS
understands the unique risks that affect the cattle industry. We will work hard to
help advance and protect the livelihood you’ve worked so hard to build.

Protect the foundation of your business today.
Call or visit our website.

1800 240 432
oamps.com.au
Closer to clients
Closer to communities®
OAMPS Insurance Brokers Ltd. AFSL 238312 Ref: 0589 Jul2013
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